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This paper is part of a series [S, 13,17,24] devoted to the study of a 
class G of irreducible perverse sheaves (called character sheaves) on a con- 
nected reductive algebraic group G over an algebraically closed field k. 
(The numbering of sections, subsections, and references will continue that 
of the earlier parts.) 
Most results in this paper hold under a very mild restriction on the 
characteristic of k, see (23.0.1). For simplicity, in this introduction, we 
assume that the characteristic of k is good for G; this implies in particular 
that (23.0.1) holds. One of our main results is Theorem 23.1 which gives a 
classification of the character sheaves of G on which the group of com- 
ponents of the centre acts faithfully; moreover, it gives a multiplicity for- 
mula rather analogous to the main theorem (4.23) in [6]; it also states that 
G is clean (in the sense of (13.9.2)), it satisfies the parity condition (15.13) 
and that the class of character sheaves on G coincides with the class of 
admissible complexes defined in [4]. In the case of groups of type A and 
exceptional groups, this has been essentially done in part IV [24]; the case 
of classical groups is dealt with in this paper (Sections 22 and 23). One of 
the applications of our results is the computation of the local intersection 
cohomology sheaves %‘“IC(C, b) of the closure C of any unipotent class C 
in G with coefficients in any G-equivariant irreducible local system d on C. 
For G=GL,(k), this was done in [22]; for the other simple G, it has 
been done in [27,28,20] for those (C, B) which are assumed to be in the 
image of Springer’s correspondence [7]. 
In this paper, we complete this computation by removing the last 
assumption on (C, 8). (See Theorem 24.8.) The computation uses in an 
essential way the theory of character sheaves. 
In Section 25, it is shown that in the case where G is defined over F,, the 
characteristic functions 1 A,BA (see (252.1)) of the character sheaves A 
which are themselves defined over Fq, form an orthonormal basis of the 
space of class functions on G(F,). It may be conjectured that this is the 
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same (up to multiplication by roots of 1) as the basis of “almost-charac- 
ters” of G(F,); see [6, 13.61. 
Section 22 contains classical groups in characteristic 2. Section 23 shows 
the classification of character sheaves and the multiplicity formula. Local 
intersection cohomology with twisted coefficients of the closure of a 
unipotent class are contained in Section 24 and class functions on a reduc- 
tive group over a finite field are given in Section 25. 
22. CLASSICAL GROUPS IN CHARACTERISTIC 2 
22.1. In this section we assume that k has characteristic 2 and we 
shall verify properties (17.8.3t(17.8.5) for G, simple of type B, C, or D 
over k. Let us recall the content of these properties. Property (17.8.3) gives 
a parametrization of G and some multiplicity formulas. Property (17.8.4) 
for G states that G is clean and any character sheaf A on G satisfies the 
parity condition sA = tA, se (15.13.1). Property (17.8.5) for G states that 
any irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on G is a character sheaf, see (7.1.1). 
LEMMA 22.2. Assume that G is simple of type B, or C, (n > 2). Then 
(a) Zf n = m2 + m (m E N), then Irr’G consists of a single complex; it is 
supported by the closure of a unipotent class. Zf n is not of the form m2 + m 
then Irr’G is empty. 
(b) G satisfies (17.8.4) and iA = 1 for all A E (I?. 
Proof: We may assume that (in the case n > 2) the lemma is already 
proved for G replaced by a simple group of type B,. or C,, (2 d n’ < n) over 
k; we may also assume that G is adjoint. Statement (a) follows from [4]. 
We now prove (b). Let L be the Levi subgroup of a proper parabolic sub- 
group of G. Then L/la”, is a product of PGL,(k)‘s and possibly a simple 
group of type B,, or C,, (2 dn’<n). Using the induction hypothesis and 
18.5, 17.11, we see that (17.8.4) holds for L/T”,, hence it also holds for L, 
by 17.10. It is then enough to check that any cuspidal character sheaf A of 
G is clean and satisfies E~ = EA = 1. The equality EA = 1 follows from (a). 
The cleanness of A follows from (a) and from 7.9. To prove the parity con- 
dition for A, we use 18.3. If A E G9, then from (17.2.4) we see that 2 must 
satisfy W, = WY = W. The number N in 18.3 is now even, by (a). Using 
18.3 and the rationality of the representations of the Hecke algebra of W, 
we see that &A = iA. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 22.3. Assume that G is simple of type D, (n 2 4). Then: 
(a) Zf n=4m2(mE IV), then Irr’G consists of a single complex; it is 
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supported by the closure of a unipotent class. Zf n is not of the form 4m2 then 
Irr’G is empty. 
(b) G satisfies (17.8.4) and 6” = 1 for all A E 6. 
Proof: It is essentially the same as that of 2.22 and will be omitted. 
22.4. In this subsection, we assume that ( W, S) is a Weyl group of 
type B, or C, and n = d2 + d. We shall describe the irreducible represen- 
tations of W in terms of symbols, as in [6,4.5]. Let F. c @ be the family 
consisting of all representations in I@ whose symbol contains exactly the 
entries 0, l,..., 2d (d + 1 of them in the first row and the remaining d in the 
second row of the symbol). As in [6,4.5], we attach to go an F,-vector 
space V of dimension 2d with a symplectic form ( , ): V x V + F2. By 
definition, I/ is the set of subsets of even cardinality of (0, l,..., 2d); the 
group structure on V is given by M+ M’ = (Mu M’) - (Mn i&f’) 
M, M’ E V. The symplectic form is (M, M’) = IM A M’I mod 2. We identify 
F. with a subset of V as follows: to the irreducible representation E in PO 
whose symbol has second row Mc (0, 1,2,..., 2d}, we attach the element 
~~~Vdefinedbyu,={i~M~ieven}u{l~i~2d-l~iodd,i~M}.Let 
V be the image of the imbedding PO c V. For y E v, we denote by E, the 
corresponding object in So. Let ei be the 2-element subset {ii 1, i} of 
(0, 1,2 ,..., 2d), 1 < i < 2d. Then e i ,.,., e2d is a basis of V. Let q. : V+ F2 be 
the linear form defined by vo(ei) = 1 for 1 d i < 2d. 
We shall need the following fact. 
(22.4.1) The character of the virtual representation CYYE y( - l)Vo(y)EY of 
W vanishes on all elements of W which have no eigenvalue 1 in the reflection 
representation of W. 
To prove this result we shall use some results in [6] on the represen- 
tation theory of the finite group Sp2JFq) (q is a large power of 2). It is 
known that in our case (n = dz +d), the group Sp2,(F,) has a unique 
unipotent cuspidal representation p. From [6,9.5] and its proof we see 
that to each q E Hom( I’, Fz) there corresponds a unipotent representation 
pV of Sp2,,(F4) such that: 
(a) the character of p,, on a regular semisimple element of type w  in 
Sp,,(F,) is equal to Cyc ,Y( - l)V(Y)Tr(w, EY) 
(b) If q’, r~” E Hom( V, F2) satisfy for some i the identities 
q’(y) + q”(y) = (y, ei) for all y E I’ and q’(ei) = $‘(ei) = 0, then pV, + p,,.. is a 
summand of a representation induced from the Levi subgroup of a proper 
parabolic subgroup (over F,). Moreover, from [6, (8.5.6)] it follows that p 
must be equal to p,, for some q E Hom( V, F2). Since p is cuspidal, we see 
from (b) that v must be equal to qo, so that p = prlo. If w  has some eigen- 
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value 1 in the reflection representation of W, then the regular semisimple 
elements of type w  in Sp,,(F,) are contained in an isotropic torus, hence 
the character of ptlo vanishes at them, since pqO is cuspidal. This, together 
with (a) above yields (22.4.1). 
22.5. In this subsection, we assume that ( W, S) is a Weyl group of 
type D,, and n = & > 4. Let w’ be the semidirect product of W and Z/22, 
with Z/2Z acting on W nontrivially, preserving S. We shall describe the 
irreducible representations of W in terms of symbols as in [6,4.6]. Let 
.9$ c fi be the family consisting of all representations in I$’ whose symbol 
contains exactly the entries 0, I,..., 2d- 1 (d of them in one row, and the 
remaining d in the other row of the symbol). Let 9; be the set of 
irreducible representations of IV’ whose restrictions to W are in 9$. Let V 
be the F,-vector space of all subsets of even cardinality of (0, l,..., 2d- 1 }; 
the group structure and the symplectic form on V are defined just as in 
22.4; in the present case, however, the symplectic form has a one-dimen- 
sional radical Rad V, it is spanned by (0, l,..., 2d- 1 }. As in [6, 4.61, we 
identify F0 with a subset P+ of V+ = V/Rad V, as in [6,4.18] we identify 
9; with a subset r of V. For y E 8’ (resp. y’ E v) we write E,, (resp. El,) 
for the corresponding object of & (resp. 96). One defines a basis 
e,, e2,..., eZd- i of V as in 22.4; we shall denote in the same way the images 
of e, under V-, V/Rad V. Let &G Hom( V, F2) be the linear form defined 
by &(ei) = 1 for all i. If d is even, then qb is zero on Rad V and hence 
defines a linear form q,, E Hom( V+, F,). (Note that Rad V is spanned by 
e, + e3 + es + . . . + ezd- 1 .) 
We shall need the following two facts. 
(22.5.1) If d is even, the character of the virtual representation 
EYE a+( - 1 )qO(y)Ey of W vanishes on all elements of W which have some 
eigenvalue 1 in the reflection representation of W. 
(22.5.2) If d is odd, the character of the virtual representation 
CYFE p( - l)Voc-“‘)E,. of IV’ vanishes on all elements of W’ which have some 
eigenvalue 1 in the reflection representation of W, extended to w’. 
These two statements are proved using the representation theory of split 
(resp. twisted) even orthogonal groups over F, (q = large power of 2) in the 
same way as (22.4.1) was proved using the representation theory of 
Spzn(Fy). We omit further details. 
PROPOSITION 22.6. Assume that G is simple of type B, or C, (n 2 2). 
Then (17.8.3t(17.8.5) hold for G. 
Proof We shall only consider the case C,; the case B, is identical. We 
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may assume that n > 3 (see 19.3) and that the proposition is true when n is 
replaced by n’, 2 < n’ <n. From 22.2(b) we see that (17.84) holds for G. 
The map G + Gad is bijective and the character sheaves do not feel the dif- 
ference between G and Gad. Hence we may assume that G is adjoint. Let L 
be a Levi subgroup of a proper parabolic subgroup of G. Then L/%“O, is a 
product of PGL,,(k)‘s and possibly a simple group of type C,,, 2 <n’ <n. 
Using the induction hypothesis and 18.5, 17.11, we see that (17.83) holds 
for L/S”“, hence it also holds for L, by 17.10. Let 64 E Y( T) be such that 
dp # 0,. Then there exists w  E W and I $ S such that Y’ = w*P satisfies 
w&m = W&v,,. From 17.12, we see that (17.83) for G,, is a consequence of 
the analogous statement for L,, which is already known. Using 17.15, we 
see that (17.83) holds for G,. 
We now begin the proof of (17.8.3) for GY in the case where 9 = or. 
This decomposes into statements for each GT,F where 9 is any family in 
@‘. Let f be a family in @such that there exists I $ S and a family 4 in 
@I such that 9 is “smoothly induced” by Fr(see 17.13). Using 17.13 and 
the fact that (17.8.3) is already known for LI, we see that (17.8.3) holds for 
&-3. Using 17.14, we see also that (17.8.3) holds for any family 9 in I@ 
such that the family 9 @sign is smoothly induced from a family of a 
proper parabolic subgroup of W. By 22.2(a), we may therefore assume in 
the rest of the proof that n = d* + d. We shall take 5 = FO, (we shall use 
the notations of 22.4). The statement (17.8.3) for G,,,,,, (which we are try- 
ing to prove) can be reformulated as follows, see [6,4.5]. 
(22.6.1) There exists a bijection Gz,zOef Hom( V, F2) (A,trq), such 
that (A,: R$ = 2-d( - l)q(y) for all YE V and all q E Hom( V, F2). 
The proof of (22.6.1) will follow closely the proof of the main theorem in 
[6] for classical groups, given in [6, 9.1]-[6,9.5]. 
As in [6,9.1], with the basis e r,..., e2d of V (see 2.4) one can associate a 
collection Y(V) of lagrangian subspaces of V; the union of subspaces in 
Y(V) is precisely l? According to [6, (9.5.2)] for any CE S(V) and any 
linear form 5: C --, F,, there exists x E W such that CYEc( - l)“y’E,, = a,. 
Here a, is as in (16.2.7). Applying now 16.6(a), we see that 
P,,e=d”‘CyECw) ccy)Rg is a linear combination of character sheaves in 
G T,F,, with integral, >/ 0 coefficients, for any C E Y( V), 5 E Hom( C, F2). If 
(C’, 5’) is another pair like (C, Q, we have 
W-6.2) (PC,<: PC,C~ = number of linear forms q: V+ F2 such that 
q 1 C=& v ( c’=y. 
This follows immediately from 14.13. 
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Now let D = {II’, $‘} be a two element subset of Hom( V, F2) such that 
q’ + q” is equal to the inner product with the standard basis element e, of V 
and q’(e,) = q”(e,) = 0. Using [6, (4.5.4)], we see that there exists a subset 
Zc S, (I( = (SI - 1 and a family % in &, such that the truncated induction 
J: &?( W,) + 9?( W) (see 17.13) takes each representation in %, to the sum of 
two distinct representations Ey + E,,+ e, in %O. Here y E v, y + e, E F, 
(y, ei) = 0. Moreover, J defines a bijection between %1 and the set 
{YE PI (Y, ei)=O> module the equivalence relation y N y + ei. Let E.b be 
the representation in %1 corresponding to the class j of y. The statement 
(17.8.3) for L,, 9 = a,, % is already known; it implies that for each 
[~Hom( V, F2), c(e,) =O, there exists ACT 2, such that (AC: Z?z) = 
2-w I’( _ 1)“Y f or all y E v, (y, ei) = 0. Here, ( : ) is with respect to’ L,. 
We now take 5 L q’ and we consider the object ifA,, E X0(G) (see 15.3). It is 
a linear combination with integral, 20 coefficients of character sheaves of 
G; we denote by pD the result of omiting from this sum the character 
sheaves which are not in G,,,,. 
Then for any y E r, we have 
(pD: R$ = (if&, Rg) 
= (Ai. : RZ;E,) 
By definition of E>, we have 
by definition of G,,,, 
by 15.7(b). 
resSE, = 
E(,+@ if (y, e,)=O 
CD if (Y, ei) #O, 
where @ is a sum of irreducible representations of W, in families #%. 
Hence 
(A,, : R:s;E,) = 
(A,,: R$ 
0 
if (y, ei)=O 
if (y, eJ#O 
1 
2-(d~I)(-l)l’(Y) if (y, e,)=O 
= 
0 if (y, ei)#O’ 
Thus, 
(PO: %)= 
2-k-1)( _ l)tl’(Y) if (y, e,)=O 
o if (y, ei)#O’ 
It follows that for any CE F(V) and any 5: E Hom(C, F,), we have 
(pD: pc.c)= 1 (-1)S(Y)f~‘(Y)2-(d-l), 
y E c 
(Y.4 = 0 
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hence 
(pD : P~,~) = number of q E D such that q 1 C = 5. (22.6.3) 
Next, we note that any A E G P,SO appears with >O coefficient in some pc,t 
as above. Indeed, given A, we can find y E r such that (A: R<) # 0. Now 
let CE S(V) be such that y E C. Then, clearly, 
R;=2-‘“I(-l)“““p,< 
5 
(22.6.4) 
sum over all 5 E Hom( C, F,). Hence, for some 5 we have (A: pcve) # 0, as 
desired. Applying now [6,9.2] to the elements pc <, p. of X0(G) (which 
satisfy (22.6.2), (22.6.3)), we deduce that there exists a bijection q et A,, 
between Hom( V, F2) and G,,, such that 
for all C E Y( I’) and all < E Hom(C, F2) and 
p. = A,, + A,. 
for all D = {q’, q”} as above. Using now (22.6.4), we see that for any y E r, 
and any q E Hom( V, F,), we have 
(A,,: R;) = 2-d c (- l)rcY)(A,: P~,~) 
,L 
= 2-d( - l)dy), 
where C is any subspace in Y(v) containing y. This completes the proof of 
(17.8.3) for c?~,~,,. To complete the proof, it is enough to show that if q,, is 
as in 22.4 then A,, is cusipal. (This, together with 22.2(a) will show that 
(17.8.5) holds for G.) Using 18.2, as in the proof of 19.3(a), we see that we 
are reduced to the statement (22.4.1). This completes the proof. 
F’ROWSITION 22.7. Assume that G is simple of type D, (n 2 4). Then 
(17.8.3~(17.8.5) holds for G. 
Proof: The proof is very similar to that of 22.6; we shall only sketch it. 
We can assume that G is adjoint. We again use induction on n. From 
22.3(b), we see that (17.8.4) holds for G. To verify (17.8.3), we are reduced 
to the case G,,,, n = d2, where 6p = Q, and & is as in 22.5. As in 22.6, we 
see that (with the notations in 22.5) there exists a bijection q c+ A,, between 
Hom( V+. F2) and GYSF,, such that (A,,: Rz) = 2--(d-1)( - 1)q(y) for all 
YE r and all q E Hom( I’+, F2). This establishes (17.8.3) for G,,,. To 
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establish (17X5), it is then enough (by 22.3(a)) to show that, in case where 
d is even, A,, is cuspidal; this follows from (22.5.1). This completes the 
proof. 
23. CLASSIFICATION OF CHARACTER SHEAVES 
AND THE MULTIPLICITY FORMULA 
23.0. We recall that G is a connected reductive algebraic group 
over k, an algebraically closed field of characteristic p 2 0. Let 9 E Y( T) 
(see 2.2), and let x: E&/a”, --P Q: be a character. For each family 9”’ c pY, 
let AV(‘?J~~)” be the subset of A%‘(%~,) consisting of all pairs (x, a) such that 
the Q,-component (see (17.6.1)) of x is mapped by (11.8.1) to x. For each 
E E S’, let rnEE J(L!&,) be as in 17.8. For any z E ZJY.“,, let if be as in 
17.17 and let crz be the image of z under the map Z&/S”, + Hom(B,, Q:) 
dual to (11.8.1); we denote also by oz the restriction of cz to Sz, and also 
the corresponding character C!$, = Q,gF + QF, trivial on gY. 
We shall need the following notation. We have a partition G = II, Gx 
where Gx consists of all character sheaves of G on which Z&/E$. acts (see 
11.5) according to x (a character Z&/Z?% + Q,?). This induces a partition 
G, = II, GX, for each A? E Y’(T). In the case where the parity condition is 
satisfied, it also induces a partition G,,, = II G&,, for each 2 E Y( YJ and 
each family 5 c pg. Similarly, the set Irr’G (see (19.3.1)) has a natural 
partition Irr’G = I.I,(Irr”G)X, where x runs over the characters of Z&/%“~. 
In the following theorem, we shall make the following assumptions on p. 
If p = 5, then G has no factors of type Es. 
If p = 3, then G has no factors of type E7, E, , F4, Gz . (23.0.1) 
If p = 2, then G has no factors of type E6, E,, Es, F4, GZ. 
(factor = def almost simple, closed, normal subgroup). 
THEOREM 23.1. Assume that p satisfies (23.0.1). Then the following holds 
for G. 
(a) G is clean and any character sheaf A on G satisfies E~ = ia. 
(b) Any irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf A on G is a character 
shea$ 
(c) Consider 2’ E Y(T) and let x: 2&/S”, + Q: be a faithful charac- 
ter. Then there exists a bijection 
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where 9’ runs over all families in p9, such that 
(A: R~)=tA{tii,, mE} 
for all AE~, and ail EE@“, and such that .zEZ?‘~/L-Z’~, AE~,, 
rnA = (x, a) E Jq3gJtipA = (x, o@ a,). 
Property (a) is just (17X4), property (b) is just (17.8.5). Property (c) is a 
variant of (17.8.3). It can be formulated for arbitrary 2 (not necessarily 
faithful) in the same way, but we shall prove it only for faithful x; we shall 
refer to it as “property (17.8.3), for G, 2”. When this property is satisfied 
for all Y we shall say that “(17.8.3& holds for G.” It is clear that if G 
satisfies (17.8.3), for ali x, then G satisfies (17.8.3). 
The proof of the theorem will be given in 23.21. Most of this section will 
be concerned with the case where G is of type B, C, or D and p # 2. The 
strategy of proof in these cases is rather similar to that in the previous sec- 
tion. Using an inductive hypothesis one first shows, using 7.9 and the 
classification of Irr’G in [4] that G is clean. We then show that if G is not 
a spin-group then it satisfies the parity condition; the proof of (17.8.3) and 
after it that of (17.8.5) are then carried out as in the previous section, There 
are additional difficulties for spin-groups since for them the parity 
condition will not be known until a late stage in the proof. In all sections 
concerned with classical groups (23.2-23.7, 23.12-23.20) it will be assumed 
that pf2. 
23.2. We now describe the sets (Irr’G)I in the case where G is 
semisimple of type B, C, or D and x is a faithful character of Z&. The 
results in this section can be extracted from [4]. 
(a) G = PSp,,(k) (n > 1). If n is odd then Irr’G is empty. We now 
assume that n is even. Then to each unordered pair (N,, N,) of triangular 
numbers 20 such that n=N, + Nz one can associate one complex 
A N,,N2~ Irr’G, if Ni ZN,, and two complexes JN,,N2, ZN,,N2 E Irr’G, if 
Ni = NZ, so that all complexes in Irr’G are obtained exactly once. The sup- 
port of AN,,N2 is the conjugacy class of su, where s is a semisimple element 
in G with Z’(s) doubly covered by Sp,,,(k) x Sp&k) and u is a certain 
&potent element in Z?(s). Moreover, Ah,,,, has the same support as 
&f*,N, . We have s = e if and only if one of N1, N2 is zero. 
(b) G = Sp,,(k), x # 1 (n 2 1). If n is even, then (Irr’GP is empty. 
Assume now that n is odd. There is a l-l correspondence N,, Nz + AN,,N2 
between the set of ordered pairs Ni, N2 of triangular numbers such that 
n = N, + N, and the set (Irr”G)X. The support of ANI,N2 is the closure of the 
conjugacy class of su, where s is a semisimple element in G with Z(s) 
isomorphic to SpZN,(k) x Sp,,(k) and u is a certain unipotent element in 
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Z(s). If z is the non-trivial element of aO,, then t:AN,,N2 = A,,,, . Since n is 
odd, we have N, # Nz and supp t:AN,,N2 # supp AN,,N2. We have s = e if 
and only if N, = 0 and s = z if and only if Nz = 0. 
(c) G= PSO,(k) (m 2 3). We assume that m is either odd or 
divisible by 8; otherwise, Irr’G is empty. To each unordered pair (N,, NJ 
of squares, which are not both odd, such that m = N, + N2, one can 
associate: 
(i) one complex AN,,Nz E Irr’G, if Ni or N, is zero, 
(ii) two complexes AN,,N2, Ah,,,,* E Irr’G, if N, > 0, N2 > 0, 
(iii) four complexes AN,,NZ, AL,,,,,, A;I,,N2, Az,,N,, if N, = N,, 
so that all complexes in Irr’G are obtained exactly once, and supp A,,,,, is 
the closure of the conjugacy class of su where s is a semisimple element in 
G with Z’(s) isomorphic to, or doubly covered by SO,,(k) x SO,(k) and u 
is a certain unipotent element in Z”(s); moreover, AN,,,,, A;I,,N2, K$,,NZ (if 
defined) have the same support as AN,,NZ. We have s = e if and only if Ni or 
N2 is zero. 
(d) G= SO,,(k), x# 1 (n 22). If n f 2 (mod 4), then (Irr”G)X is 
empty. Assume now that n E 2 (mod 4). To each ordered pair (N,, N,) of 
even squares such that 2n = N, + Nz one can associate: 
(i) one complex AN,,N2 E (Irr”G)X, if Ni or Nz is zero, 
(ii) two complexes ANl,N2, Ah,,N2 E (Irr”G)X, if N, > 0, N, > 0, 
so that all complexes in (Irr”G)X are obtained exactly once, and supp AN,,NZ 
is the closure of the conjugacy class of su where s is a semisimple element in 
G with Z”(s) isomorphic to SO,,(k) x SO,(k) and u is a certain unipotent 
element in Z’(s); moreover Ah,,, (if defined) has the same support as 
A N,,N2. If z is the nontrivial element of .5Yi, then tfAN,,NZ = AN2,N, and 
tZ*Kv,,, = A kgv, 7 if N, > 0, N2 > 0. Since n $ 0 (mod 4), we have Ni # N, 
and supp CA N,,N2 Z supp AN,,NZ9 supp CA lN,,N2 Z supp &,N,. We have 
s=e if and only d Ni=O and s=z if and only if N,=O. 
(e) G = Spin,(k) (m > 3), 1 faithful, hence m f 0 (mod 4). To each 
ordered pair (N,, NJ of triangular numbers, with N, even, such that 
m = N, + NZ, one can associate two complexes AN,,,,*, Ah,,,,, E (Irr”G)X, so 
that all complexes in (Irr’G)I are obtained exactly once. If N, > 0 and 
Nz > 1 (resp. N2 = 1) we have supp ANIIN2 = supp A&NZ = closure of the 
conjugacy class of su where s is a semisimple element in G such that Z(s) is 
doubly covered by Spin,,(k) x Spin,(k) (resp. Z(s) E Spin,,(k)) and u is a 
certain unipotent element in Z(s). For N, = 0, we have supp A,, = closure 
of a unipotent class of G and supp A&, (and supp A,,,,, supp A&O for m 
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even) are obtained from supp A,, by left translation by nontrivial 
elements in &. The action of ?& on (Irr”G)X by t: is free. 
(f) G =f Spin,(k) (half-spin group), x # 1, m= 0 (mod 4) (m > 12). 
To each unordered pair (N, , N2) of even triangular numbers such that 
m=N,+N,, once can associate 
(i) two complexes AN,,N2, A;Y,,,,*o (Irr”G)x if Ni # Nz, 
(ii) four complexes AN,,NI, A;V,,N1, A;;,,,,, As,,N,~ (Irr”G)X if 
so that all complexes in (Irr”G)X are obtained exactly once. If N, > 0 and 
N2 > 0, we have supp AN,,N2 = supp AL,,, ( =supp A;G,,N, = supp A’&Nz, if 
defined) =closure of the conjugacy class of su where s is a semisimple 
element in G such that p(s) is isogenous to Spin,,,,(k) x Spin,,(k), and u is 
a certain unipotent element in Z’(s). For N1 = 0, we have supp A0,N2 = 
closure of a unipotent class of G and supp AN2,0 is obtained from supp AOsN2 
by left translation by the nontrivial element z E .Y&. The action of & on 
(Irr”G)X by t,* is free. 
The results in this subsection will be used in 23.3-23.7 to prove the clean- 
ness of G and, in some cases, the parity condition under an inductive 
assumption. 
LEMMA 23.3. Let G = PSpzn(k) (n 2 1) and assume that (17X4), (17.8.5) 
hold for all Sp,,.(k), n’ <n. Then G is clean and for any A E G we have 
&A = iA = 1. 
Proof. Let L be a Levi subgroup of a proper parabolic subgroup of G. 
Then L/Z?: is a product of PGLJk)‘s and possibly a copy of PSp,,,(k), 
n’< n. Using our assumption and 18.5, 17.11, 17.16 we see that (17.84) 
holds for L/30, hence also for L, by 17.10. It is then enough to check that 
any cuspidal character sheaf A of G is clean and satisfies sA = E^A = 1. The 
equality dA = 1 follows from 23.2(a): if Irr’G is nonempty, then n is even. 
Assume now that the support of A is the closure of a unipotent class of G. 
By 23.2(a) there cannot be more than one A with this property. Hence A is 
clean, by 7.9. If A is not of this type, then its support is the closure of the 
conjugacy class of an element whose semisimple part has centralizer doubly 
covered by a product of two symplectic groups for which our inductive 
assumption applies. Using 7,11(d), it again follows that A is clean. Thus A 
is clean in all cases. We now check the parity conditions for A, using 18.3. 
Let 2 be such that A E es. From (17.12.4), we see that WY is restricted in 
the following way. We have 
(i) W’=W,oftype D,xC,, (r+r’=n,r>2,r’>l)or D,,or 
(ii) W$ = W, = W. 
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It follows that the number N in 18.3 is equal to n. Using 23.2(a), it follows 
that N is always even. The assumption (18.3.1) in 18.3 is satisfied by the 
rationality of representations of the Hecke algebras of Wz in (i), (ii). 
Hence, from 18.3 we can deduce that sA = I, and our statement is proved. 
LEMMA 23.4. Let G= Sp,,(k) (n > l), and let x: 9@o + 8: be the non- 
trivial character. Assume that (17.8.4), (17.8.5) hold for all Sp,,,(k), n’ <n. 
Then G is clean and for any A E &, we have E~ = EA = -1. 
ProoJ Let L be a Levi subgroup of a proper parabolic subgroup of G. 
Then L is a product of GL,&k)‘s and possibly a copy of Sp,,,(k), n’ < n. As 
in 23.3, we see that (17.8.4) holds for L. From 23.3, it follows that any 
cuspidal character sheaf of G with trivial E&-action is clean. It is then 
enough to check that any cuspidal character sheaf A E & is clean and 
satisfieg &A =Ea = -1. The equality E ,^ = -1 follows from 23.2(b): if 
(Irr”G)X is nonempty, then n is odd. if the support of A is the closure of a 
unipotent class of G, then A is uniquely determined (23.2(b)) and hence is 
clean by 7.9. The case where the support of A is a central element times the 
closure of a unipotent class is reduced to the previous case, using t,*. If A is 
not of this type, then we may apply to it 7.1 l(d) and our inductive 
hypothesis (as in 23.3) and we see again that A is clean. Thus A is clean in 
all cases. We now check the parity condition for A, using 18.3. Let 9 be 
such that A E ($1. From (17.12.4), we see that W$ is restricted in the 
following way. We have 
(i) W, of type D,xC,. (r+r’=n, ra2, r’al), or D, and Q, of 
order 2 acting nontrivially on the D,-component, or 
(ii) W, of type C,- t, Q, of order 2. 
It follows that the number N in 18.3 is n - 1. Using 22.3(b) it follows that 
N is always even. The assumption (18.3.1) in 18.3 is satisfied, by the 
rationality of representations of the Hecke algebras of IV” in (i), (ii) 
above. Hence, from 18.3, we can deduce that sA = iA, and our statement is 
proved. 
LEMMA 23.5. Let G = PSO,(k) (m > 3) and assume that (17.8.4), 
(17.8.5) hold for all SO,,,.(k), m’ < m. Then G is clean and for any A E 6 we 
have E~ = EA = 1. 
The proof is very similar to that of 23.3 (it uses 23.2(c) instead of 
23.2(a)) and will be omitted. We note only that if A E G, is cuspidal, then, 
by (17.12.4), W$ = W, must be one of the following. 
(i) Ifm=2n+l, then W, is of type B,xB: (r+r’=n, r>l, r’>l) 
or of type B,. 
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(ii) If m = 2n, then W, is of type D, x D,, (r + r’ = n, r > 2, r’ > 2) or 
w,= w. 
LEMMA 23.6. Let G = SOJk) (n 2 2) and let x: 9’o + Q: be the non- 
trivial character. Assume that (17.8.4), (17.8.5) hold for all SO,,.(k), n’ < n. 
Then G is clean and for any A E cx, we have eA = d, = 1. 
The proof is very similar to that of 23.3 or 23.4. We shall only indicate 
the proof of the parity condition for a cuspidal A E &. We shall use again 
18.3. Note that if A E G$ is cuspidal then, by (17.12.4), w$ must be of the 
following form. 
(i) W, is of type D, x D,, (r+r’=n, r>2, r’a2), 52, of order 2 
acting nontrivially on each factor D,, D,, or 
(ii) W, is of type D,-, (if n >, 3), Sz, of order 2 acting nontrivially 
on W,. 
It follows that the number N in 18.3 is n - 2. Using 23.2(d), we see that N 
is always even. The assumption (18.3.1) in 18.3 is satisfied by the rationality 
of representations of the Hecke algebras of WY in (i), (ii) above. Hence, 
from 18.3, we can deduce that E,, = I,, as desired. 
LEMMA 23.7. Let G=Spin,(k) (m>3), or G=$ Spin,(k) (ma 12, 
m = 0 (mod 4)). Assume that (17.8.4), (17.8.5) holdfor all Spin,.(k), m’ <m. 
Then G is clean. 
The proof is entirely similar to that of 23.4; it will be omitted. 
Note that we are not able to prove a parity condition for G, as we did in 
the other cases (23.3-23.6); the difficulty is that we cannot apply 18.3 since 
the groups W, which appear may contain factors A,, with nontrivial action 
of QLZLP, and there is no simple rationality statement for the representations 
of the corresponding Hecke algebras. 
23.8. We now consider a general G, an 9 E 9’( T) and a character 
x: L&/%0; + Q:. 
(23.8.1) Assume that G satisfies (17.8.3), and G’ satisfies (17.8.3),,. (Here 
G’ is another group like G, and x’: &,/9’O,. + @ is a character.) Then 
G x G’ satisfies (17.8.3)xx xP where x x x’: Z&X G/!Z’“, x Gz + &’ is the product 
of x7 XI. 
(This is a refinement of 17.11; the proof is left to the reader.) 
(23.8.2) Let G= G/90, so that L& = L&/Z?‘+& and let f be the 
corresponding character of LYG defined by x. If G satisfies (17.8.3),, then G 
satisfies (17.8.3),. 
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(This is proved just as in 17.10.) 
Note that for any A E G$,,, any E E I&Y2 and any character 4 of WP/ W, 
we have 
(A : R&,, )=4(x)-l(A : RF). 
Indeed, from (16.2.9), 11.9, and 17.18(b) we see that 
(23.8.3) 
=4(x)-’ 1 c,-I,~(A : R;)=~(x)-‘(A : R;). 
YCXWL?- 
It is easy to check that for any ti E J?($,)~ (9 family in pY) and E, 4 as 
above, we have (Kz, rnEB4) = g(x)-‘(m, mE). 
(23.8.4) It follows that, assuming x: S!YJ?,Y”, + Q, is faithful, we have 
(A: Rg)=O (A&&, EE p2) unless the restriction of E to W, is 
irreducible (such E are said to be nonsingular). 
In this case, we see also that the condition “(A : Rg) = E^,(ti,, mnE) for all 
A&, EE WY” . m (17.8.3), is equivalent to the condition “(A : @) = 
iA IQ,/ (tiA, mE) for all AE G$ and all nonsingular EE WY”, where 
-2 
R, = I& b(x)R&, and 4 runs over all characters of WY/W, = IR,. 
LEMMA 23.9. Let IC G’ + G be a surjective homomorphism with finite 
kernel r, where G, G’ are connected semisimple groups over k. Let x: 
So + 0: be a character and let x’: C& + Q, be the composition of 1 with the 
map Z& --t J!& induced by rc. 
(a) If the parity condition E* = E^A is satisfied for all A E &, then it is 
also satisfied for all A’ E &Ix’. 
(b) Assume that Irr”(G)X c &. Then Irr”(G’)X’ c GIX’. 
(c) Assume that any cuspidal A E Gx is clean. Then any cuspidal 
A’ E Glx’ is clean. 
(d) Assume that (17.8.3),. holds for G’ and that ;,*A’# A’ for any 
A’ E Glx’ and any z E r, z # e. Assume also that r is cyclic of order m. 
Then (17X3), holds for G. 
Proof The statements (a), (b), ( ) c are proved by the arguments in 
17.16. (Note that if A’ E Irr”(G’)X’ then K* A’ is a direct sum of complexes in 
Irr”(G)X.) We now prove (d). Let T be a maximal torus of G and let 
T = z-‘(T). Let YE Y( T) and let 2’ = rr*$P. For any A’ E &‘, the direct 
image a, A’ is a direct sum of irreducible perverse sheaves on G, each one 
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with multiplicity one (since r is cyclic). These irreducible perverse sheaves 
are in fact in &, (see 17.16). Conversely, if A E &, then the inverse image 
n*A is a direct sum of character sheaves in &‘, each one with multiplicity 
one. For A’ E &’ and A E & we denote by fA,Ar the multiplicity of A in 
n*A’ or, equivalently, the multiplicity of A’ in n,A. Then fAr,A is always 0 
or 1. There is a natural action of r on & by z: A’ -+ tfA’ (ZE: r), see 
17.17, and a natural action of f= Hom(f, 0:) on & by a: A + A@&. 
(Here, a E p and & is the local system on G associated to the principal r- 
bundle G’ + G and to a.) We have a l-l correspondence between the set of 
r-orbits on &X’ and the set of f-orbits on &: the orbit of A’ E &I’ 
corresponds to the orbit of A E GX precisely when fA A. = 1. When two such 
orbits correspond, the number of objects in one orbit times the number of 
objects in the other orbit is always equal to m = IZJ. In our case, r acts 
freely on Glx’, by assumption. It follows that x* defines a bijection between 
&‘, modulo the action of r, and Gx, and also: 
(23.9.1) a bijection between G’& modulo the action of r, and ($5,. 
Since G’, 2’ satisfies (17X.3),,, r must act freely on LI,, JY(%&)~’ by 
z: (x, a) + (x, a@o,) (see 23.8); here, ?$, are defined in terms of &., and 
9’ runs over all families in I$‘&. If F’ is such a family, then 9 
corresponds to a family 9 in tiz, = my, well defined up to the action of 
D zT. (Recall that WY.=52,,. W,..) We have $&,=52,.,.9* where 
IR fp,,F is the stabilizer of 9 in Q,, and %F is defined as in 1715, in terms of 
B c tigP = pY. We have a commutative diagram 
(23.9.2) 
where the horizontal maps are given by (11.8.1); the right vertical map is 
composition with x, so it carries x to x’. 
(23.9.3) From the definitions, it follows that there is an induced 
imbedding 8,./Q, 4 Hom(&, &)/Hom(&, Q:) = Hom(T, @). 
We must construct a bijection 
es *--) JJ A(yp)X, (23.9.4) 
9’ 
where ‘?&, are defined in terms of W$ and 9’ runs over all families in I@“. 
We may assume that there exists X~E 52, which is mapped to x by (11.8.1); 
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otherwise, both sets in (23.9.4) are empty and there is nothing to prove. 
Instead of defining (23.9.4) directly, we shall first define a bijection 
(23.9.5) 
and then define (23.9.4) as composition of (1l,, A(%FS)x’)/r~ (&,$)/r 
(obtained from (17.8.3),.) with (23.9.1) and with (23.9.5). Let F be a family 
in ci.;p.= l&‘z which is x,-stable (i.e., stable under conjugation by x0), let 
P-‘, 8’ be the corresponding families in FV”,, W’, respectively, and let 
s-2 ’ ,QYF be the stabilizers of F in Q,., Q,, respectively. Consider 
thz e$ment (x,, 1) E ,ai/(gF,)X’; here 1 denotes the unit representation of 
Zd%) = QY.9 9* Z (x0). We know that the r-orbit of (x,, 1) consists of 
(rl = m elements. This means that the restrictions of e; (z E r, see 23.8) to 
52 Pe’,fl are distinct; however, the restrictions of (T, to Q,,:, are all trivial. It 
follows that Q,,,F/52,,, has at least m distinct characters. Hence the 
index of Q,,, in Q,.,, is at least m. Using (23.9.3), we see that in the 
imbedding QPr,F/O,,F c Q,,/Q, we have m G lQ9~.~/Q~,A d 
)52,,/52,1 6 m hence this imbedding is an equality. It follows that the sZ,,- 
orbit of F is the same as the Q2,-orbit of 9. Hence we have a natural 
bijection between the set of families 9’ in @“, such that A!($$,)“’ # @ 
and the set of families F’ in F$“‘, such that AV(S+,)~ # @. Hence to define 
(23.9.5) it is enough to construct for each 9, F’, 9’ as above, a bijection 
Jiv(9F,)“‘/r- JqYp)“. (23.9.6) 
Let xi •9~; consider the lement (x,x,, l)~&($~)~‘; here 1 denotes the 
unit representations of Z9F,(xOxl). We know that the r-orbit of (x,x,, 1) 
consists of Irl = m elements. This means that the restrictions of (r= (z E r) 
to Z,,,(x,x,) are distinct; on the other hand, the restriction of or to 
ZgF,(x,,x,) are trivial. It follows that Z,.(x,x,)/Z~~,(x~x~) has at least m 
elements; it is contained in gFJgFS =O,,,,lR,,, which has exactly m 
elements. Hence the imbedding Z,.(x,x,)/Z,,,(x,x,) c ?$@S”, is an 
equality. It follows that we have a canonical bijection between the set of 
S&conjugacy classes of elements in gF, of form x0x, (xi E G$), and the set 
of g&conjugacy classes of elements in gF, of form x0x, (xi EgF). 
Moreover, for each such x1, the group Z,,(x,x,)/Z,,,(x,x,) is cyclic of 
order m, and by assumption, r acts freely on the set of irreducible 
representations of Z,,.(x,x,), via 0 oz. It follows that restriction of 
representations defines a bijection between the set of r-orbits on the set of 
irreducible representations of Z,,.(x,x,) on the one hand, and the set of 
irreducible representations of Z,,.(x,x,) on the other hand. This gives rise 
to the bijection (23.9.6) and hence to the bijection (23.9.5). 
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Now let AC@ and let EE p9. Let CA= (x0x1, ~)E.A(C&.)~ be the 
element corresponding to A under (23.95) and let mE be as in 17.8. Let 
A’ E c?.$‘, be such that rr,A’ = A and let E;,..., E:, be the irreducible 
representations of IV& whose restrictions to W, are E. Let fi,. = 
(x,x,, a’) E A($,)“’ be the element corresponding to A’ under (17.8.3),, 
and let m4 be as in 17.8. Note that la, = iA. We have 
(A : Rg) = (n, A’ : RF) = (A’ : n*R;) 
= fl (A’ : R?‘) = 2 6&t,,, m,;} 
i= I 
= 2, E^A4 x0x1, 0, %;>. 
Using the definitions and the fact that g is the restriction of g’, we see that 
the last expression is equal to EIA{(xoxl, c), mE}. The verification of the 
fact that the bijection (23.9.5) is compatible with the action of k&/SO, (see 
23.8) is left to the reader. This completes our proof. 
LEMMA 23.10. Assume that G is a connected semisimple group over k and 
let x: 2& + Q,? be a faithful character. Assume that (17.8.3), holds for G. 
Then t,*A#Afor any AE& andany zeZ??o, z#e. 
Proof Using (17.8.3), we see that it is enough to prove the following 
statement. “Let YeE(T), let x,ESZ~ be such that x0 is mapped to x by 
(11.8.1), let 9 E I@g be a family stable under conjugation by x0, let 
X,E%, and let CJ be an irreducible representation of Z,,,,(x,x,). Then 
CJ 0 cr, is not isomorphic to CJ for any z E SGr z # e (see 23.8).” It is enough 
to show that ~Jx~xi) # 1 for all z # e, or equivalently that c,(xo) # 1 for 
all z E SYG, z #e. By the definition of x0, gr, we have rr,(xo) = x(z) and we 
have x(z) # 1 for all z E SG, z # e since x is faithful. 
LEMMA 23.11. Assume that G # {e} is a semisimple connected group over 
k, and let x: Zo + Q: be a faithful character. Let G1, G2,..., G, be the set of 
almost simple, closed normal subgroups # (e} of G, and let xi: 2&, * @ be 
the restriction of x to So, (1~ i < r). Assume that (17.8.3),, holds for Gi, for 
all i. Then (17.8.3), hoI& for G. 
Proof We may assume that r 2 2 and that the result is true for r - 1. 
Let G; be the subgroup of G generated by G2,..., G,, let G’= G1 x G; and 
let n: G’ --, G be defined by K( g,, g;) = g, * g;. From our assumption, it 
follows that, if & is the restriction of x to SG; (a subgroup of zG), then 
(17.8.3),; holds for G;. From (23.8.1) it follows that (17.8.3),, holds for G’ 
where x’: %T;;, --, 0: is the composition of x with K: S& + %G. (We have 
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z~, = ~q x z&; and ~‘(a, 6) = xi(a) x;(b), for Q E E&,, b E To;.) Let r be 
the kernel of ‘IL. Then r= ((a, b)ES?& xZ&; ( a= b-‘} is isomorphic to 
aO,, n Z&; c Z& hence it is cyclic since xi: Z&, -+ QF is faithful. Let 
A’E&~‘, and let z=(a,a-‘)~r, z#e (uES?&nZ&;). We want to show 
that t:A’ #A’. We have A’= A; El A; where A; E &I, A; E C?$, 
tfA’= t,*A; iZ &-IA;. To show that A’# t,*A’, it is enough to show that 
A’, # tXA{, and this follows from 23.10 since xi is a faithful character of 
ZG,. (Note that E&, is a subgroup of Z&.) It remains to apply 23.9. The 
lemma is proved. 
23.12. We shall now fix G and x: Z& -+ (z: as in (a), (b), (c), (d), 
(e), or (f) below and we shall make an inductive assumption as indicated. 
(a) G = P+,,(k) (n 3 2) x = 1. Assume that (17.8.4) (17.85) hold 
for all Q,,(k), 1 <n’< n, and that (17.8.3) holds for all P&,,(k), 
1 d n’ < n. 
(b) G = Sp,,(k) (n > 2), x # 1. Assume that (17.8.4) (17.8.5) hold for 
all Sp,,,(k), 1 d n’ <n, and that (17.8.3),, holds for all @z,(k), 1 d n’ -C n, 
where x’ is the nontrivial character of the centre, (see 23.8). 
(c) G= PSO,(k) (m > 4), x = 1. Assume that (17.8.4) (17.85) hold 
for all SO,,,.(k), 3 <m’ cm, and that (17.8.3) holds for all PSO,(k), 
3dm’Cm. 
(d) G = SO,,(k) (n 2 3), x # 1. Assume that (17.8.4) (17.85) hold for 
all SO,,(k), 2 d n’ <n, and that (17.8.3),! holds for all SO,,(k), 2 d n’ < n, 
where x’ is the nontrivial character of the centre (see 23.8). 
(ei) G= Spin,(k) (m2 5, m odd), x# 1.. Assume that (17.8.4), 
(17.8.5) hold for all Spin,(k), 3 ,<m’ <m and that (17.8.3),. holds for all 
Spin,.(k) (3 < m’ < m, m’ odd) where x’ is the nontrivial character of the 
centre. 
(e2) G= Spin,(k) (m > 10, m = 2 (mod 4)), x faithful. Assume that 
(17.8.4) (17.8.5) hold for all Spin,(k), 3 <m’ <m and that (17.8.3),, holds 
for all Spin,.(k) (6 <m’< m, m’= 2 (mod 4)) where x’ is any faithful 
character of the centre. 
(f) G=+ Spin,(k) (ma 12, m-0 (mod 4)), x# 1. Assume that 
(17.8.4), (17.8.5) hold for all Spin,(k), 3 <m’ cm, that (17.8.3),, holds for 
all 4 Spin,(k) (8 <m’ <II?, m’=O (mod 4)) where x’ is the nontrivial 
character of the centre and that (17.8.3),,, holds for all SO,,(k) (6 d m’ < m, 
m’ = 2 (mod 4)) where x” is the nontrivial character of the centre. 
LEMMA 23.13. Let G, x be us in 23.12. Then: 
(a) If L is a Levi subgroup of a proper parabolic subgroup of G, and 
x1 : Z,JS”, + 07 is a faithful character, then (17.8.3),, holds for L. 
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(b) Let YE Y(T) be such that for some w  E W, and some I $ S, 
Y’ = w*Y satisfies W$. = W”,,,. Then (17.83) holds for G, 9’. 
Proof (a) Using (23.8.2) we may replace L by L= L/%0, and x1 by the 
corresponding character of SE. We shall apply 23.11 to L. This is 
applicable, in view of the inductive assumptions on G (see 23.12) and the 
following statement: 
(23.13.1) Any almost simple group of type A satisfies (17.8.3), for any 
character x of the centre. 
(This statement can be extracted from the proof of 18.5.) 
(b) We may assume that w  = e or w  = s, a simple reflection. The case 
w  = s reduces to the case w  = e by the method of 14.15. Assume now that 
w  = e, so that 9’ = 9’. Then the method of 17.12 shows that (b) for x, G is 
a consequence of (a) for x1, L,. Here, x, x, are related by x = x1 o 4, where 
4: Z& + 9~,/9”~, is the natural (surjective) homomorphism; 4 must in fact 
be an isomorphism, otherwise, Gx, is empty. To be able to apply the 
method of 17.12, we need to know that G is clean. But this has been 
verified in 23.3-23.7. This completes the proof. 
23.14. Let G, x be as in 23.12(a), (b), (c), (d), (e,), (e,), (f). To 
prove (17.8.3), for G, 9 (9 E Y( T)) we may assume by 23.13(b) that 9 is 
restricted in the following way: 
(a) 9 is as in 23.3(i), (ii). 
(b) 9 is as in 23.4(i), (ii). 
(c) 2 is as in 23.5(i), (ii). 
(d) 9’ is as in 23.6(i), (ii). 
h) 0) W9 is of type B,xB,xA,, (2r+r’+l=t(m-l), r>l, 
r’ 2 1) with Qz of order 2 switching the two BP-factors, and (if r’ > 2) 
acting nontrivially on the A,,-factors, or 
(ii) WY is of type A,. (r’ + 1 = f(m - l)), with a, of order 2 acting 
nontrivially (if r’a 2) on W, or 
(iii) WY is of type B, x B, (2r = 4(m - l), r > l), with Q9 of order 
2 switching the two B,.-factors. 
(e2)(i) W, is of type D,xD,xA,, (2r+r’+l=fm, r>,2, r/al), 
with 0, cyclic of order 4 with the generator corresponding to x (see 
(11.8.1)) switching the two D,-factors, and (if r’ > 2) acting nontrivially on 
the A,.-factor (the square of the generator acts nontrivially on each D,- 
factor), or 
(ii) WY is of type A,. (r’ + 3 = im), with Q9 cyclic of order 4 with 
generator corresponding to x (see (11.8.1)) acting nontrivially on W,. 
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(f)(i) W,isoftypeD,xD,xA,.(2r+r’+l=&n,rk2,r’>l),with 
52, of order 2 switching the two D,-factors and (if r’ 3 2) acting non- 
trivially on the A,,-factor, or 
(ii) W, is of type A,, (r’ + 1 = +m), with Q, of order 2 acting non- 
trivially on W, , or 
(iii) W, is of type D, x D, (2r = tm), with Q, of order 2 switching 
the two D,-factors. 
In the cases (a), (b), (c), (d), the parity condition sA = E^A is satisfied (see 
23.3-23.6) hence for each family 9 c I?“, the subset GGLF of G,., is well 
defined, (see (17.13.2), 23.0). 
In the cases (e,), (e,), (f), the parity condition is not yet known. We shall 
define Gxs’ = {A E & ( sA = (- l)IankG} and G$+ = &+ n 65,. If A l exY’, 
then the parity condition sA = gA is satisfied. Indeed, if A is cuspidal, then 
,sA = (- 1 )-kc (by (15.4.7), 15.5, (15.11.2)) and E, =(-l)rankG, by 
assumption; if A is noncuspidal then the equality sA = E^A follows from the 
inductive assumptions on G in 23.12 and from the conservation of Ed, ia by 
induction (15.12). We could also define 6x,- = {A E & 1 &A = 
t-11 rank(G’+’ >, G$- = &s- n G$; the parity condition for A E & is not 
yet known at this stage in the proof. We shall also attach a sign + or - to 
any nonsingular EE I&“. (Recall that E is said to be nonsingular, if its 
restriction to W, is irreducible, see 23.8.) Let c be the two-sided cell of W” 
such that EmL, z for some ZEC. From (16.2.9) we see that there exists 
yExWYnc (where XEQ, corresponds to x under (11.8.1)) such that 
CI~ # 0. One checks that I(y) -a(y) (mod 2) is independent of the choice of 
y; it depends only on of c and x. (This is a result of the same type as 
17.20.) We say that E (or the corresponding two-sided cell c, or the 
corresponding family in I@“) is of + type (resp. - type) if i(y) -a(y) + 
rank(G) is even (resp. odd). If ye c is as above (y~x W, c(,. #O) then from 
17.18 we see that 
(23.14.1) R$ RF, are Z-linear combinations of character sheaves 
A E &i+ (resp. A E C&F) if c is of + type (resp. of - type). 
Smce the parity condition aA =E’, is known for A E &$+, we see that the 
proof of the disjointness theorem 16.6 can be carried out and yields the 
conclusions (a) and (b) of 16.6 provided that we assume that w  in 16.6(a) is 
in a 2-sided cell of + type of WY and in x W,, A is in G$+, and E, E’ are 
nonsingular of + type. From (23.14.1), we see also that if EE &“’ is non- 
singular of - type and A E G$+, then (A : Rz) = 0. For each family Y of 
+ type in I?9 (corresponding to the two-sided cell c), we define G$,F to 
be the set of all A E G’li;;’ such that (A : Rg) # 0 for some E E 9. Then the 
sets G$, form a partition of G$+ (cf. (17.13.2)). (Note that, at this stage, 
we cannot define an analogous partition of &-.) 
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(23.14.2) We shall say that a family 9 c FkP of + type (or in cases (a), 
(b), (c), (d), an arbitrary family 9 c I@“) satisfies ( 17.8.3),,F if there exists 
a bijection G$,F t, A(?ZY)X (A c-* MA) such that (A : Rz) = tA{fiA, mE} 
for all A E Glp and all E E I@’ and which is compatible with the actions of 
2TG (see 23.8). 
23.15. Let G, x, %’ be as in 23.14(a), (b), (c), (d), (e,), (ez), or (f). 
Let 9 c I@” be a family; in cases (e,), (e,), (f) we assume that 9 is of + 
type. Assume that there exists Z $ S such that either 5 or F @ E (E as in 
(12.9.7)) is smoothly induced from a family of w$,, (see 17.13). Using 
23.13(a) and the method of proof of (17.13.7) we see that (17X3),,, holds. 
More generally, assume that there exists Z $ S and w  E W such that 
w*Y = Y and conjugation by w  carries 9 t I@P to a family F1 c I$‘& 
such that 4 or 4 @a is smoothly induced from a family of W$,.,. Then 
the method of 17.15 reduces us to the previous case and shows again that 
(17.8.3)X,, holds. For given 3, there is at most one 9 c I&‘&, for which 
Zc S and w  E W as above cannot be found. (Such 9 is said to be a 
cuspidal family.) 
23.16. Using [6, 8.11, we have the following description of 
cuspidal families. Let W, = ni W& be the decomposition of WT into a 
product of irreducible Weyl groups. The condition that a cuspidal family 
exists in w$ is the following: 
(i) if W& is of type B, or C,, then r = d2 + d for some d> 1, 
(ii) if W’f, is of type D,, then r = d2 for some d> 2, 
(iii) if W, is of type A,, then r + 1 = f(d2 + d) for some d> 2. 
If these conditions are satisfied then the cuspidal family consists of the 
irreducible representations of IV” whose restrictions to WY contain an 
irreducible representation E = Oi E’, (E’ E: @“) where 
(i) E’ belongs to the family of Wi, described in 22.4, if W& is of 
type B or C, 
(ii) E’ belongs to the family of W& described in 22.5, if W& is of 
type 0 
(iii) E’ has symbol [ 1, 3, 5 ,..., 2d - 1 ] (see [6,4.4] ) if W& is of type 
41/2)(~ + d) - I. 
In the cases (e,), (e,), (f) the cuspidal family 9 in @2 (if it exists) 
is automatically of + type. We shall prove this, for example, in the 
case 23.14(e,)(i), when W, is of type B, x B, x A,. r = & + d>,2, 
r’ = t(d2 + d) - 12 2, and Q2 is of order 2 acting nontrivially on B, x B, 
and on A,.. Let y E IV’ - W be in the two-sided cell corresponding to 9. 
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We have gy) -a(u) =aE’ + A,, (mod 2), where E’ is the irreducible 
representation of the A,,-component of W, with symbol [ 1, 3, 5,..., 2d- 1 ] 
(cf. [6, (7.6.3)]). Since E’ * E’O sign, we have AE’ = -uE’ + r’(r’ + 1)/2 
(see [6, (5.11.5)]). Hence r(y)-a(y)z(r’(r’+ 1)/2) (mod2). Let x be the 
generator of QF. Then l(y)=r(y) +l(x), rank G=2r +r’+ 1, and it 
remains to show that I(X) - r’+ 1 f (r’(r’+ 1)/2) (mod 2); this is left to the 
reader. 
23.17. Let G, x, 2 be as in 23.14(a), (b), (c), or (d) and let 9 be a 
cuspidal family in &“‘. We want to prove that (17.8.3),,, holds. First, we 
consider the case 23.14(b). Thus G= S&(k) (n 2 l), x: Z& -+ Q: is non- 
trivial; we assume that Y is as in 23.4(i), that is, W, is of type D, x C,. 
r=d2a4, r’=d’2+d>2, r+r’=n, and 0, is of order 2 acting non- 
trivially on the D,-factor. Let Vi (resp. V,) be the F2-vector space of all 
subsets of even cardinality of (0, 1, 2 ,..., 2d- 1) (resp. of (0, 1, 2 ,..., 2d’>), 
and let V= V1 0 I’,. Any representation E in P is of form E, 0 E, where 
El is an irreducible representation of theb,-factor extended by 0, and E, 
is an irreducible representation of the B,,-factor. 
As in 22.5, we make E, correspond to a point u, E V, and as in 22.4, we 
make E2 correspond to a point v2 E V,. We attach to E the point 
(vl, v;) E I’. This defines an injective map F + V whose image v is just 
9, x P’, where V1 c I’, , p2 c V2 are defined as in 22.5, 22.4. We write Ey 
for the representation in 9 corresponding to ye f? The symplectic forms 
on V,, Y2 in 22.5, 22.4 give rise by direct sum to a symplectic form on Y 
with l-dimensional radical Rad V. Let g,,: Rad V-, F2 be the unique linear 
form #O. 
In our case, the statement (17.8.3),,,, which we are trying to prove, can 
be reformulated as follows. Let X= { rl E Hom( V, F2) : rl ) Rad I’= t,}. 
(23.17.1) There exists a bijection eg,,t,Xx (0, l} (A,,o+-+ (q, 0), 
A,,, ++ (q, I)) such that (A,,i: R$)= -2-(d+d’)(- l)tt(y) for all YE p, all 
q E X and for i E { 0, 1 }, and such that 
t:A,,o = A,,,, [:A,,., = A,,,o, 
where z is the nontrivial element in Z&. 
Let el, e2r-? e2d+Zd--L be the basis of V such that e,, e2 ,..., ez&l is the 
canonical basis of V, defined in 2.5 and ezd, e2d+ i,..., e2d+ 2d-, iS the 
canonical basis of V2 detined in 2.4. Let F(V) be the collection of maximal 
isotropic subspaces of V associated to the basis e, , e2,..., e2d+ 2d’ _i as in 
[6,9.1]. Using [6, (9.5.2)] we see that for any (YET(V) and any linear 
form r: C + F2 such that 5 ) Rad V = to, there exists w  E W’- W, such 
that CJsEC( - 1)5’y’Ey = -a,,,, see (16.2.7). (The minus sign in front of a, 
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comes from the fact that l(w) = T(w) + 1 (mod 2).) Applying 16.6(a), we see 
that 
(23.17.2) ~c,~_=~~‘Cycc(- 1)
ter sheaves in G$,sF 
c(Y)+ ‘Rg? is a linear combination of charac- 
with integral, > 0 coefficients. 
If (C’, 5’) is another pair like (C, 5) we have, using 14.13: 
(23.17.3) (pc,< : P~,~,) = twice the number of rl EX such that 7 1 C= 5, 
q ) c’ = 6’. 
We note that for any y E p and any C E Y( V) containing y, we have (by 
(23.17.2)) 
2d+d’--(R+R~+u)=~ (-1)5(Y)+1pc,g 
5 
(23.17.4) 
sum over all 5 E Hom(C, F2) extending lo. (Here u is the generator of 
Rad V.) In particular, the right-hand side of (23.17.4) is independent of C; 
it depends only on y. For y = 0, we obtain that 
h,=~pc,5= -2d+d-‘(R$-Rz) (CE 9-( I’)) (23.17.5) 
5 
(sum over all g E Hom(C, F2) extending &,) is independent of C. We denote 
it by h. We now borrow a part of the argument in [6, 9.21. Let C, be the 
subspace of V spanned by Rad Y and by e,, e3, e,,...; let C2 be the sub- 
space of I/ spanned by Rad V and by e2, e4,.... Then Ci, Cz E Y( V). Let 
q E X and let <i : Ci + I;;, t2: C2 + F2 be the restrictions of q. From 
(23.17.2) we see that (P~,,~, : pc& = 2. Using now (23.17.2), we see that 
either 
(a) there are exactly two objects in Gg, which appear in both 
P~,,<~, pc2,cz (they must appear with coefficient l’in both P~,,~,, P,-~.~J or 
(/I) there is exactly one object (say A) in Gf,* which appears in both 
p,-,,<,, pc2,ez (it must appear with coefficient 1 in one of them and with coef- 
ficient 2 in the other). 
Assume that (/I) holds; we shall reach a contradiction as follows. If 
&: C; + F2 extends &, and is different from t2 then (pcI,c2 : pcz,<;) = 0 by 
(23.17.3) hence A doesn’t appear in P~~,~;, (see (23.17.2)), hence A appears 
in h, (see (23.17.5)) with the same coefficient as in pc2,ez. Similarly A 
appears in hc, with the same coefficient as in P~,,~,. Since we have assumed 
that (p) holds it follows that h,, # hcl, a contradiction. 
Thus (a) holds; we denote by A,,,, A,, the two objects in Gs,F defined 
by (a). The previous argument shows that h = C,, E x( A,,o + A,,) is mul- 
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tiplicity free. Moreover, any A E C?$,F must appear in it. Indeed, we have 
(A : Rg) # 0 for some y E v. Moreover, by (23.8.4) we have 
(A : R$+J = -(A : Rg), (23.17.6) 
hence (A: R~,-R~+o)#O. Using (23.17.4), we see that (A:P~.~)#O for 
some CEF( t) and some 4. By (23.17.2), we then have (A : P&>O and 
using (23.17.5) we have (A : h) > 0, as claimed. Thus, we have h = C A 
(sum over all A E GX, ;9). 
Now, let D = { $, $‘} be a two element subset of X such that 11’ + q” is 
equal to the inner product with the standard basis element ej of V and 
$(e,) = q“(ei) = 0. As in the proof of 22.6, the collection of such subsets (for 
fixed i) parametrizes (in a l-2 fashion) certain character sheaves of the Levi 
subgroup Li of a parabolic subgroup of G. Applying induction to those 
character sheaves, and following this by truncation ( =projection onto the 
subspace of X0(G) spanned by G$,,) we obtain, as in the proof of 22.6, 
some elements pD, pD E X,(G) which are linear combinations with integral, 
20 coefficients of character sheaves in G$ F and have the properties 
(23.17.7)-(23.17.9) below. 
(pD : pc.<) = (do : pc,<) = number of q E D such that r] ) C = 5 
(for CE F( V), < E Hom(C, F?) extending to) (23.17.7) 
r,*pD = CD, t:fio = pD, where z is the generator of &, (23.17.8) 
; (Po+do)=2 d+d’-2( -Rg+ R;- R;,+ R;,+L) (23.17.9) 
(here D runs over all subsets of X as above, corresponding to a fixed e,). 
We shall now explain (23.17.8) and (23.17.9) which did not appear in 
22.6. The two character sheaves of Li parametrized by D are related to each 
other by tz, for zi an element in ZZL, - %t,. Since induction and truncation 
are compatible with the operations t*, we obtain (23.17.8). The left-hand 
side of (23.17.9) is obtained by induction and truncation from an element 
which plays for Li the same role as h (above) plays for G. That element can 
be expressed in terms of R; as in (23.17.5) and hence the corresponding 
induction and truncation can be computed from 15.7(a); we then obtain 
the right-hand side of (23.17.9). Using (23.17.4) for y = 0 and ei we see that 
the right-hand side of (23.17.9) equals Cc pc,e where C is a fixed subspace 
in F(V) containing e, and 4 runs over all elements in Hom(C, F2) which 
extend [,, and vanish on ei. The last sum is a partial sum of (23.17.5) hence 
it is multiplicity free since h is so. Thus, the left-hand side of (23.17.9) is 
multiplicity free. It follows that for each D in the sum, po+po is mul- 
tiplicity free. In particular, pD and pD are disjoint in the sense that no 
character sheaf can appear in both of them. Combining this with (23.17.8) 
we see that if A is a character sheaf appearing in pD or PO, then tfA #A. 
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Using (23.17.7) we see just as in [6, p. 2721 that if D = {q’, f’} is as 
above, then both pD and pD are of the form A,,,i + A,,,,j for suitable i # j in 
(0, l}. Since pD, fiD are disjoint, we may arrange notations so that 
PD = A,:, + Af,o> pD = A,,,1 + A,,,,,. (23.17.10) 
Now A ,,‘.o, A,,,, are characterized by the fact that they are the only charac- 
ter sheaves which appear in both P~,,~,, pc2,r2, where {i = q’ 1 Ci, 
t2=$ ( CZ; moreover, by (17.17.3), both P~,,~,, pc2,+ are t,*-invariant. It 
follows that the 2-element set {A,.,,, A,,,,} is t,*-invariant. As we have seen, 
Aqf,, and A,,,, are not fixed by t). It follows that 
t:A,,,, = A,,,, , t:A,,,, = A,,,o. (23.17.11) 
These identities hold for any q’ which is contained in a D as above, hence 
for all q’ E X, except possibly for one. Using again (17.17.3) we deduce that 
the identity 
M7.0 : R$ = (A,,, : Ri$) (23.17.12) 
holds for all y E P and for all q E X, except possibly for a single q. Assume 
now that there exists qO, y, which violate (23.17.12). Then q,-, is uniquely 
determined, and from (23.17.4), (23.17.6) we see that there exists C, 5 such 
that (Atlo, : P~,~) Z V,,I : pc,<). But pc,< is multiplicity free, since h is, (see 
(23.17.5)). Hence one of the numbers (A40.0 : P=,~), (A,,, : P~,~) must be 0, 
and the other must be 1. For any VEX, r) #qO we have (A,,, : P~,~)= 
(A,,, : pc,<). It follows that (&Ex(Av,o+ A,,,) : p& is odd. On the other 
hand, this equals (h : pc,c) = even, by (23.17.3). This contradiction shows 
that (23.17.12) holds for all q E X and for all y E f? 
We can therefore define a function [q, y] on Xx p with values in F, by 
(40 : RZJ = (A,,, : Rg) = -( _ l)Cwl2-(d+O~ 
(The fact that (A : RE) = +2-(d+“‘), for A E G&,4F, follows from (23.17.4) 
and (23.17.6).) Here are three properties of the function [q, y]. 
(23.17.13) For any CEY( V) and any VEX, the function C-+ F2, 
( y --f [r, ~1) is F,-linear. 
(This follows from (23.17.4) and (23.17.6).) 
(23.17.14) For any D= {q’, q”} cX as above (with respect to ei) and 
any y E r, we have 
(-l)C”‘J+(-1) Clr”,Yl = (_ l)rl’(Y) + (_ l)V”(Y). 
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(This follows from (23.17.10), (23.17.7), (23.17.4), and (23.17.6).) 
1 (-lpYl= c (-l)?(Y), (23.17.15) 
(This is proved as follows: 
- c C-1) Cwl.2-(d+~-l)= 4.0 + A,,,) : R;, = (h : R$ 
VEX 
= -2d+d--1(Rg-Rg:R$ 
1 
-2d+“-1 if y=O 
= 2d+&1 if y=u 
0 if y#O, v 
=2--(d+d’--1) c (-~)vcJ.).) 
VEX 
We now apply [6, 3.31 and deduce that [q, y] = q(y) for all q E X and 
all y E l? Thus (23.17.1) is verified, except for the statement on the action 
of t,*, which is known (see (23.17.11)) for all q except possibly for a single 
7 = I]~, defined by vo(ei) = 1 for all i. (This q0 is in X if and only if d is odd.) 
To check this remaining case (for d odd), we first note that Aqo.o and A,,, 
are cuspidal. (Using 18.2, as in the proof of 19.3(a), this statement is 
reduced to the statements (22.4.1), (22.5.2); the multiplicities of AVlooO A,,i 
in Rg are already known.) Using 23.2(b) it now follows that tf does not 
leave Aao.o or A,o,1 invariant. Hence it must interchange them. Thus 
(23.17.1) is verlied. Hence (17.8.3),., is also verified in our case; we have at 
the same time obtained a lower bound for the number of cuspidal character 
sheaves in G$ P : this number is 22 if d is odd. In the case where L.Z’ is as 
in 23.4(ii), i.e.,’ W, is of type C,_ i (n = d* + d+ l), and Q, is of order 2 
we see in an entirely similar way that ( 17.8.3),,F holds and that there are at 
least 2 cuspidal character sheaves in G&,F. 
The same method applies in the cases 2.14(a), (b), (c), (d). We thus 
obtain that (17.8.3),,% holds in each of these cases. (In the cases (a), (c) the 
proof is simpler than in the other cases; it is along the same lines as the 
proof in 22.6, 22.7.) We also obtain in each of these cases a lower bound 
for the number of cuspidal character sheaves in G$.,. 
23.18. Now let G, x, 5? be as in 23.14 (e,), (ez), or (f) and let 5 be 
a cuspidal family in ez. (A s we have seen in 23.16, 9 is automatically of 
+ type.) We want to prove that (17.8.3),,F holds. First, we consider the 
case 23.14(e,). Thus G = Spin,, mz2(mod4),m>lO,andX:.Y~+~,?is 
faithful. We assume that Y is as in 23.14(e,)(i), in particular, W, is of type 
D,xD,xA,.,(2r+r’+l=fm),r=d2~4,r’=~(d”+d’)-1~2anda,is 
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cyclic of order 4, with a fixed generator x corresponding under (11.8.1) 
to x. 
Let Y be the F,-vector space of all subsets of even cardinality of 
(0, 1, 2,..., 2d- 1). V has a natural symplectic form, a natural basis 
e, Y.--Y e2d- 1 and a natural subset p, as in 22.5. Let S(Y) be the 
corresponding family of maximal isotropic subspaces of V, defined as in 
[6,9.1]. We now attach to each nonsingular (see 23.8) representation 
E E F a point in rx F2 as follows. We can write W, = W’ x W’ x W2, 
where W’ (resp. W2) is a Weyl group of type D, (resp. A,.). The restriction 
of E to W, can be written as E’ H E’ I2 E2 where E’ (resp. E2) is an 
irreducible representation of W’ (resp. W2). 
Here E’ is in the family F0 (with notations of 22.5) and E2 is indepen- 
dent of E (it has symbol [ 1, 3, 5 ,..., 2d - 11, see [6, 4.41). The action of the 
generator x E Q, on E is given by 
here /lo: E2 -+ E2 is the involution defined as in 17.2(b) and ~1: E’ + E’ 
satisfies a2 = +l. If a2 = 1, then (E’, a) is a representation of W,, the 
semidirect product of W’ with the cyclic group of order 2 acting on W, by 
a nontrivial graph automorphism; it then corresponds as in 22.5 to a point 
y E r and we associate ( y, 0) E vx F2 to E. If a2 = -1, then (El, &%x) is 
a representation of wt, which again corresponds as in 22.5 to a point y E v 
and we associate ( y, 1) E P x F2 to E. (Here, J-1 is a fixed square root of 
- 1 in o,.) This gives a bijection E,,i++ (y, i) between the set of non- 
singular representations in F and the set rx F2. Let &,: Rad Y + F2 be 
the unique linear form #O. In our case, the statement (17.8.3),,, which we 
want to prove can be reformulated as follows. Let X= 
{q E Hom( V, F,): q ( Rad V= &,}. 
(23.18.1) There exists a bijection G$,9 w  Xx (0, 1,2, 3) (,4,,jt, (Q j)), 
such that 
(A4,j : RE,;) = -2-Cd+ “( - l)“‘Y’(Jz)’ 
for all YES, allvEX, all ic{O,l} andall jc{O,1,2,3) andsuch that 
for any VEX, t* 
{Aqj I ic (0, 1,2,3}j. 
(zE?&) act simply transitively on the set 
The proof is similar to the proof of (23.17.1) (but slightly more 
complicated). Let CE F( V) and let 5: C + F2 be a linear form 
extending &, . Then there exists WEXW, such that 
C,.C(-~)~(~)(E~,O-~E~,~)= -a,. 
Applying 16.6(a) or rather its version discussed in 23.14, we see that 
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(23.18.2) pc.e =def x,,EC( - 1)51”)+1(R&- fi Rg,,,) is a linear com- 
bination of character sheaves in G$,, with integral, 20 coefficients. 
If (C’, <‘) is another pair like (C, 5 ), we have, using 14.13: 
(23.18.3) (pc,ec: Pc.,e.) =four times the number of q E X such that 
q ( C=& q 1 ,I=<‘. 
Next we note that for any y E r and any CE Y(V) containing y, we 
have 
(23.18.4) 2d-‘(R& - R;,+o,, - J--r R;,,, + J-1 R;,,,,) = 
ce: ( - 1)5(-V) + ‘p c,s, sum over all r E Hom(C, F?) extending to. Here v is the 
generator of Rad V. It follows that 
h,=C PC.; (23.18.5) 
(sum over all 5 E Hom(C, F2) extending to) is independent of C. We denote 
it h. Define C, , C, E F( V) as in 23.17. Let q E X and let <, : C, + F2, 
t2: Cz + Fz be the restrictions of q. We have (P~,,~~ : pc2,ez) =4, by 
(23.18.2). The argument in 23.17 shows that there are two possibilities: 
(DI) there are exactly four objects say A,,j, Jo (0, 1, 2, 3) in C& 9 
which appear in both P~,,~,, pc2,1;2 (they must appear with coefficient 1 in 
both) or 
(fi) there is exactly one object say A, in G$,, which appears in both 
P~,,~,, pc2,tz (it must appear with coefficient 2 in both). 
(A priori there are also other possibilities but they can be excluded as in 
23.17.) Thus, some q E X satisfy (a) and other q satisfy (p); this gives a par- 
tition X= X, u X,. We have 
h = 1 (4.0 + A,,, + Aq,z + A,,,) + 1 2A, (23.18.6) 
tJEXz VEX/i 
1 
and all A E G$,, appear in this sum. 
Now let D = {II’, $‘} be a two element subset of X such that v’ + q” is 
equal to the inner product with ei and q’(e,) = $‘(e,) = 0. As in 23.17, to D 
we can associate, using induction and truncation, four objects pi, pi, pi, 
pi which are linear combinations with 20 integral coefficients of character 
sheaves in Gs,~, which have properties analogous to (23.17.7)-(23.179). 
Thus, 
(23.18.7) (pi: PC,<) =number of q E D such that q 1 C= 5 for any 
CE F( V) and 5 E Hom(C, Fz) extending to and any j = 1,2, 3,4. 
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(23.18.8) r,* (2~ &) permute transitively the four objects p$,, 
j= 1, 2, 3,4. 
c p’,=c PC,<> 
D 5 
1 Cj<4 
(23.18.9) 
where D runs over all subsets of X as above, corresponding to a fixed ei, 
CE F( V) contains ei, and 5 runs over all elements in Hom(C, I;z) 
extending &, and vanishing on ei. 
Since the right-hand side of (23.18.9) is a partial sum of (23.18.5) or 
(23.18.6), it follows any A E C?X,,F must appear in it with coeftkient 0, 1 or 
2. Hence any such A appears in & + pi + &, + pi with coefficient 0,l or 2. 
Let VE X8; from the definition of A,, and the invariance of ~c,,~,, pc2,cz 
under t,* it follows that tfA = A for all z E Z&. Thus, if A = A,, (q E X,) 
appears in p& for some i then from (23.18.8) it follows that A appears in 
each of pb, pf,, pb, pi, hence it appears with coefficient 24 in pb + pi + 
P;+PL a contradiction. Thus each pb involves only character sheaves of 
form A,,j (q E X,). As in 23.17, we then see that we can arrange notation so 
that 
p$=A,cj+A tl”,i (j = 1,2,3,4) 
and that $, $’ E X,. Moreover, we see that 
(23.18.10) 
(23.18.11) t$ (zEJ?&) permute transitively the four objects {Aq,,j ( j= 
132, 374). 
This holds for any q E X except possibly for a single q defined (when d is 
odd) by qo(ei) = e, for all 1. (All q (q # qO) are contained in some D as 
above.) In particular, we see that X, is empty (if d is even) and it has at 
most one element: q0 (if d is odd). From (23.18.11) we see that for any 
ye v, any i, and any VEX, q#q,,, 
(A,j : Rg,,) is independent of j (j = 0, 1,2, 3). (23.18.12) 
Moreover, this inner product is of the form &2-(d+ ‘j(G)‘, as follows 
from (23.18.4) and (23.8.3). We can write in the form 
-2-(d+ ‘)( - l)[‘JJ1(fl)i. This defines a pairing [q, y] with values in F2. 
It is defined for all i E X, q #Q, and for all y E i? We also define [ 
(when d is odd) and y E v by 
-2-(d+‘)(_l)C~~.~l(~)i 
(A,,0+A,,1+A,,2+Aqa3 : Rg,, if qooX, 
2(4l : R&) if qOoXP. 
(23. 
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Then [q, ,v] satisfies properties like (23.17.13)-(23.17.15). Using again 
[6, 3.31, we see that [q, y] = r,+(v) for all r] E X and all y E f? 
We now show that when d is odd, q. must be of type cc Assume that 
v],EX~. By (23.18.13) we have (A,, : Rg,) = -2P(d+2)( - l)C”o,J’l(&-l)i 
for all y E P and for i= 0, 1. From this, we can show that AV, is cuspidal; 
using 18.2, this is reduced to the statement (22.5.2) and the statement 
below. 
(23.18.14) Let E* be the irreducible representation of the Weyl group W’ 
of type A ( I/2)(d’2 + d’) - 1 corresponding to the symbol [ 1, 3, 5,..., 2rl’ - l] (see 
[6, 4.43). Then the character of E2 vanishes on all elements of W2 which 
have some eigenvalue - 1 on the reflection representation of W*. (See [23, 
proof of 9.41.) 
Thus A,, is cuspidal. By the results in 23.2(e), the orbit of any 
complex in (Irr”G)X under t,* (z E Z&) consists of four different objects. On 
the other hand, as we have seen earlier in the proof, A,, is invariant under 
all tf. This is a contradiction. It follows that q. E X, hence 
X=X,. Hence A,,,j (i= 0, 1, 2, 3) are defined. We also see that 
h=C q-sx,o<j<3 Aq,j. 
We now show that (23.18.12), which is known to hold for 9 # qo, holds 
also for r] = qo. Assume that this is not so. Using (23.18.4) and (23.8.3) we 
see that there exists C, 5 such that (A,,,, : pc,J # (A,,,j, : P~,~) for some 
j, p E (0, 1, 2, 3). These multiplicities must be 0 or 1. (Indeed, h is mul- 
tiplicity free, hence pc,c is also, since it is a partial sum of h, see (23.18.5).) 
Then, among the multiplicities (AqoJ : P=.~) (j=O, 1,2, 3), at least one is 1 
and all are 0 or 1. Hence Co G j G 3 (A,,j : p& f 0 (mod 4). Since (23.18.12) 
holds for q#qo, we have CoGiS (A,,, : pcJ = 0 (mod 4) for ‘I# qO. It 
follows that C, E x.0 sj < 3 (A,,j: pcJ f 0 (mod 4). On the other hand the 
last sum equals (h : pc,[) which is divisible by 4, by (23.18.3). This con- 
tradiction shows that (23.18.12) holds for all rl EX. We can therefore 
deduce from (23.18.13) that 
(A,, j : Rg,) = -2-cd+ l)( - 1 )qo(y)(fi)i , 
for all YE r, in (0, l}, Jo (0, 1,2, 3). (Note that, as we have seen earlier, 
we have Cvroy ~1 = v~(Y).) 
Using this identity, together with (22.5.2) and (23.18.14), we see as above 
that Asoj is cuspidal for all Jo (0, 1, 2, 3). By the results in 23.2(e), the 
orbit of any complex in Irr”(G)X under t,* (z E z&) must consist of four dif- 
ferent complexes; on the other hand, the set {Agbj 1 j=O, 1, 2, 3) is 
invariant under all tr. It follows that t,* (zEz!&) permute transitively the 
objects in this set. This completes the proof of (23.18.1). Hence (17.8.3),, 
is also verified in our case; we have at the same time obtained a lower 
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bound for the number of cuspidal character sheaves in 6X,,%: this number 
is 24, if d is odd. 
In a similar (but somewhat simpler) way we see that (17.8.3),, holds 
also when 2 is as in 23.14(e,)(ii) and also in the cases 23.14(e,), (f). We 
also obtain in each of these cases a lower bound for the number of cuspidal 
character sheaves in G$,,. 
23.19. Let G, 2 be as in 23.12(a)-(f). In this subsection we shall 
show that the set of cuspidal character sheaves in & (which is contained in 
Irr”(G)x, by 3.12)) coincides with Irr”(G)X. We denote by a the number of 
cuspidal character sheaves in &, by a’ the number of elements in Irr’(G)$ 
in the cases (e,), (ez), (f), we denote by a+ the number of cuspidal charac- 
ter sheaves in G *s+. We have clearly a < a’, and it is enough to show that 
a = a’. We shall use the fact that 23.17, 23.18 provide a lower bound for a. 
We consider each case separately. 
(a) G=PSp&) (n>, l), x= 1. By 23.2(a), we may assume that n is 
even. 
Let 5”’ be the set of all unordered pairs (N,, NJ of triangular numbers 
such that n = N, + N2 in which each pair with N, = N, is repeated twice. 
Let d be the set of all ordered pairs (M,, M2) such that M, is an even 
square, Mz is twice a triangular number and n = M1 + M,, in which the 
pair with M, = 0 is repeated twice. 
By 23.2(a), we have a’ = 1%“‘) and by the method of 23.17, we see that 
a 2 1 bJ. We have a bijection SY 2 5’ defined by 
(a*,b*+b)+(~(a+b)(a+b+1),f(a-@(a-b--l)). (23.19.1) 
It follows that a > a’, hence a = a’. 
(b) G = Q,,(k) (n 2 l), x # 1. By 23.2(b), we may assume that n is 
odd. 
Let %“’ be the set of all unordered pairs (N, , N2) of triangular numbers 
such that n = N, + N2. 
Let % be the set of all ordered paris (M,, M,) such that M, is an odd 
square, M2 is twice a triangular number and n = M1 + M2. 
By 23.2(b), we have a’ = 2 (%“‘I and by 23.17 we see that a >, 2 1%“1. We 
have a bijection ZZ’ 2 3’ defined by (23.19.1). It follows that a 2 a’, hence 
a = a’. 
(cl) G=SOzn+l (k) (n >/ l), x =I. Let Z?” be the set of unordered 
pairs (N, , N,) of squares such that 2n + 1 = Ni + N2, in which each pair 
(N,, N,) with N, > 0, N2 > 0 is repeated twice. 
Let %” be the set of ordered pairs (M,, M2) such that Mi, M, are twice 
triangular numbers and n = Ml + M2. 
601/61/2-3 
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By 23.2(c), we have Al’= Jb’l and by the method of 23.17 we have 
[cl1 > 1%“). We have a bijection ZZ’r E’ defined by 
(a* + a, b* + b) -+ ((a + b + l)*, (u-b)*). 
It follows that ~12 c1’, hence CI = ~1’. 
(c2) G= PSO,,(k) (n 32), x= 1. By 23.2(c), we may assume that 
n 3 0 (mod 4). Let b’ be the set of unordered pairs (N,, N,) of even 
squares such that 2n = N, + N, in which each pair (N,, N2) with Nr > 0, 
N, > 0, N, # N2 is repeated twice and each pair (N,, N,) with N, = N, is 
repeated four times. 
Let .T be the set of ordered pairs (M,, M,) of even squares with 
n = M, + M2 in which each pair with M, = 0 or M2 = 0 is repeated twice. 
By 23.2(c), we have IX’= )ZT’I and by the method of 23.17 we have 
(al 3 (Z’[. We have a bijection CT r .5?“’ defined by 
(a*, b*) + ((a + b)*, (u-b)*). (23.19.2) 
It follows that CIZCI’, hence tl=oz’. 
(d) G = SO,,(k) (n > 2), x # 1. By 23.2(d), we may assume that n E 2 
(mod 4). Let 9”’ be the set of unordered pairs (N,, N2) of even squares 
such that 2n = N, + N,, in which each pair (N,, N2) with N, > 0, N, > 0 is 
repeated twice. 
Let ZZ’ be the set of ordered pairs (M,, M,) of odd squares such that 
n=M,+M,. 
By 23.2(d), we have a’= 2 [ET.“‘1 and by the method of 23.17 we have 
a 3 2 IZ’I. We have a bijection 2” 5 2”’ defined by (23.19.2). It follows that 
a>~‘, hence c( =a’. 
(e,) G=Spin2,+,(k) (n>2), x# 1. 
Let 2”’ be the set of unordered pairs (N, , N2) of triangular numbers such 
that 2n + 1 = Nr + N,. 
Let d be the set of ordered pairs (M,, M2) of triangular numbers such 
that n=4M,+M2. 
By 23.2(e), we have 01’=2 lZ”‘l and by the method of 23.18 we have 
c1+ 2 2 IT”(. We have a bijection d r S’ defined by 
(+(a* + a), $(b* + 6)) -+ (+(2a + b + 1)(2u + b + 2), i(2u - b)(2u - b + 1)). 
It follows that a + > a’. Since CI’ 2 ~12 a+, we must have 01= CI + = a’. 
(e2) G = Spin,, + 2 (k) (n > 2), x faithful. Let Y.’ be the set of unor- 
dered pairs (N,, N2) of even triangular numbers such that 4n + 2 = 
N,+N,. 
Let ?Z be the set of ordered pairs (M,, M2) such that M, is an odd 
square, M2 is a triangular number and 2n + 1 = 2Mr + M2. 
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By 23.2(e), we have a’= 4 I%“‘1 and by 23.18 we have a+ 24 (3’1. We 
have a bijection 3 3 3’ defined by 
(a2,&b2+b))+(;(2a+b)(2a+b+1),f(2a-b)(2a-b-1)). (23.19.3) 
It follows that a + > a’. Since a’ > a > a +, we must have a = a + = a’. 
(f) G = f Spin,,(k) (n 2 3), x # 1. Let 3”’ be the set of unordered pairs 
(iv,, N2) of even triangular numbers such that 4n = N1 + N2 and such that 
a pair (N, , N2) with N1 = N2 is repeated twice. 
Let %” be the set of ordered pairs (M,, M,) such that M1 is an even 
square, M2 is a triangular number and 2n = 2M, + M,, and such that a 
pair (M,, M2) with M1 = 0 is repeated twice. 
By 23.2(f), we have a’= 2 lb’1 and by the method of 23.18 we have 
a+ > 2 lbl. We have a bijection 2 r d’ defined by (23.19.3). 
It follows that a + > a’. Since a’ 3 a > a +, we must have a = a + = a’. 
23.20. Let G, x be as in 23.12(e,), (e,), (f). We now prove that for 
any A E &, the parity condition E~ = E^A is satisfied. If A is not cuspidal, this 
follows from the inductive assumptions on G in 23.12. If A is cuspidal, then 
we have necessarily A E &+ (by the equality a = a+ proved in 23.19); for 
such A, the parity condition has already been noted in 23.14. 
It follows that for any 9 E Y( T) and any family 9 c pY, we can con- 
sider the statement ( 17.8.3)x,F just as in (23.14.2). (The restriction made in 
(23.14.2) that 9 is of + type can now be dropped.) We now show that 
WW,,, holds. As noted in 23.14, we may assume that 9 is as in 
23.14(e,), (e2), (f). If 9 is of - type, then 9 is not a cuspidal family (see 
23.16) so that the method of 23.15 applies and shows that (17.8.3),,, holds. 
If B is of + type we can assume, using 23.15, that B is cuspidal; in that 
case (17.8.3),,, holds by 23.18. 
23.21. Proof of Theorem 23.1. When G= (e], the theorem is 
obvious. We now assume that dim G 2 1 and that the theorem is already 
proved when G is replaced by a group of dimension <dim G. 
Using 17.10 and (23.8.2) we see that we may assume that G is semisim- 
ple. Let Gi , G2 ,..., G, be the set of almost simple, closed normal subgroups 
#(e} of G. First, assume that r>,2. Let ~=GixG,x ... xG, and let 
A: G + G be the finite covering defined by (g,, g2,..., g,) + g, g, *. . g,. By 
the induction hypothesis, (17.8.4) and (17.85) hold for each Gi hence also 
for G (see 17.11), and hence also for G, (see (17.16.3), (17.16.4)). Using the 
induction hypothesis for each Gi and 23.11, we see that (17.8.3), holds for 
G, for any faithful character 1: Z& -P QF. 
It remains to consider the case where G is almost simple. 
When G is of type A, the theorem holds by 18.5 and (23.13.1). 
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When G is of type B, C, or D and p = 2, the theorem holds by 22.6, 22.7. 
Assume now that G is of type B, C, or D and p #2. To prove the 
theorem we may assume in addition in 23.1(a) that A E & and in 23.1(b) 
that A l 1rr*(G)~, with x faithful. (The case where x is not faithful, is 
reduced to the case where x is faithful, by 23.9(a), (b), (c), by replacing G 
by the quotient of G by the kernel of x.) Under this additional assumption, 
the theorem holds for G, by 23.3-23.7, 23.17-23.20, using the inductive 
hypothesis. 
When G is of type E,, the theorem holds by 21.2, 21.4(a), 21.12. 
When G is of type F4, the theorem holds by 21.3, 21.4(a), 21.13. 
When G is of type GZ, then theorem holds by 20.6. 
When G is adjoint of type E, (resp. E,), the theorem holds by 20.3(a) 
(resp. 20.3(c)). 
Assume now that G is simply connected of type E6 (resp. ET). Then parts 
(a) and (b) of the theorem as well as the statement (17.8.3) hold for G by 
* 20.3(b) (resp. 20.5). Let x: S?o + Ql be a nontrivial character. Using the 
inductive hypothesis and the method of 23.15, we see that (17.8.3),,F 
(defined just as in (23.14.2)) holds for G, 2, for any 2 E Y(T) and any 
family F c I@” except possibly when 9 is a cuspidal family. (The notion 
of cuspidal family is defined as in 23.15.) The statement (17.8.3),,, can be 
deduced from (17.8.3) for G, provided that the following statement is 
known. 
(23.21.1) For any A E GG,~ (defined in 23.0) with B cuspidal, and any 
ze&, z#e we have t:A#A. 
If G is of type E,, then 2 in (23.21.1) is uniquely determined (up to W- 
action); it satisfies: W, of type E,, 0, of order 2 acting nontrivially on 
W,. Moreover, B is uniquely determined. In this case, (23,12.1) has been 
already proved (see (20.5.5)). 
If G is of type E,, then Y in (23.21.1) is again uniquely determined (up 
to W-action); it satisfies: W, of type D,, 0, of order 3 acting nontrivially 
on W,. Moreover, B is uniquely determined. From the description of 
Irr*(G) in the proof of 20.3(b) we see that if A E 65 is cuspidal and z E .J&, 
z #e then A and t:A have different supports, hence A # t:A. If A E 85 is 
noncuspidal then it is a summand of a complex induced from a parabolic 
subgroup of type A2 x A,. As in the proof of (20.55) we see again that A 
and t,*A have different supports, hence A # t,*A. Thus (17.8.3), for G is 
verified. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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24. LOCAL INTERSECTION COHOMOL~GY 
WITH TWISTED COEFFICIENTS OF THE 
CLOSURE OF A UNIPOTENT CLASS 
24.0. The purpose of this section is to compute the local intersec- 
tion cohomology of the closure of a unipotent class C of G with coefficient 
in an irreducible G-equivariant local system on C (in good characteristic), 
thus extending the results of Shoji [28] and Beynon-Spaltenstein [20]. To 
do so we shall borrow an idea of Shoji [28], which is to make use of the 
orthogonality relations for Green functions. We shall use here the 
orthogonality relations for the generalized Green functions (in Sections 9 
and 10) and this will lead to stronger results. Throughout this section we 
assume that G satisfies the restrictions (23.0.1). 
24.1. Let Z be the set of all pairs (C, b) where C is a unipotent 
class in G and Q is an irreducible Q,-local system (given up to 
isomorphism) on C which is G-equivariant for the conjugation action of G. 
For each i 6 Z, we denote Kci, = ZC( C, b) [dim C] regarded as a perverse 
sheaf on the unipotent variety G,, of G, which is zero outside C. 
The set Z has a natural preorder: given i = (C, b), i’ = (C’, 8’) in Z we say 
thati’~iifC’cC.Wesaythati-i’ifC=C’.Wesaythati’<iifC’~ C. 
We define J to be the set of triples (L, Cr , &) up to G-conjugacy where 
L is a Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup of G, C, is a unipotent class 
of L, and &I is an irreducible L-equivariant local system on C, such that 
(a”, x C1, 1 q &r) is a cuspidal pair for L in the sense of [4, 2.41. (Here 
1 El 4 is the inverse image of &‘r under pr, : 3’: x C, + C, .) Given Jo J, we 
consider the perverse sheaf Kj on G defined in terms of 
(L, ??‘t x C,, 1 q 8,) in the same way as K was defined in (81.2) in terms 
of (L, #?I, 8). 
According to [4,6.5] the restriction of Kj to G,, is a direct sum of com- 
plexes of the form Kci, [dim SO,], where i = (C, 8) E I; the various ig Z 
which appear form a subset Zj of Z and the subsets Zj (j E J) form a partition 
of I. Thus, we have a canonical surjective map T: I-, J defined by 
r(i)=j*iEZj. 
Let i = (C, b) E Z and let Z = r(i). Let A i be an irreducible perverse sheaf 
on G which is a direct summand of Kj and satisfies 
Ai I Gun= Ku, [dim %o”,]. (24.1.1) 
Then (24.1.1) characterizes Ai up to isomorphism and we have 
S”(Ai) ( C= 
{ 
t 
if a=~, 
if a#~,, 
(24.1.2) 
where a, = -dim C - dim%“:. 
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(24.1.3) Let i+ i* (resp. j + j*) be the involution on I (resp. J) defined 
by (C,b)+(C,b”) (resp. (L,C,,&r)+(L,C,,d;)) where d”, 8; 
denote the local systems dual to 6, &r. We have r(i*)= 7(i)* for all iEZ. 
24.2. From now until the end of 24.6, we assume that k is an 
algebraic closure of the finite field F, and that G has a fixed F, rational 
structure compatible with the group structure, with Frobenius map 
FI G + G. Then F acts naturally on I and J by (C, &‘) -+ (F- ‘C, F*E), 
(L, C,, 8,) + (F-‘L, F-‘C,, F*&,)); this action is compatible with 7: I-, J. 
Hence 7 induces a map IF -+ JF between the fixed point sets of F. Let Jo JF. 
We shall represent (as we may) j by a triple (L, C, 8,) with L an F-stable 
Levi subgroup of an F-stable parabolic subgroup P of G, with FC, = C, 
and with F*c,?~ M &?I. We shall choose an isomorphism 4j: F*cTl r &?I which 
induces a map of finite order on the stalk of &‘I at any F,-rational point of 
Cr. This induces an isomorphism E*( 1 q &r) r 1 q Fr over S!‘““, C, and (as 
in (8.3.1)) an isomorphism 4: F*K,r Kj, where Kj is as in 24.1. 
We now consider i E IF such that 7(i) = j. Then we have F*Ai z A i and 
our next objective is to define a particular isomorphism dA,: F*A, r Ai. 
Let VA, = Hom(A,, Kj) be as in 10.1. It is an irreducible left 4-module 
(see 10.3) where 4= End(K,). Let 6w (WE W,= N(L)/L) be the canonical 
basis of &J considered in the proof of 10.9; it satisfies the identities 8,8,. = 
8,,,,,, and ~(0,) = tIF-~(wI where z: 4. + 4. is as in 10.4. From the definition of 
simple reflections in Y$ (see [4, 9.2(a)]) and from the fact that FP= P, we 
see that F-‘: q- Y’$ maps the set of simple reflections into itself, hence it 
is a Coxeter group automorphism of order, say, c, hence it defines a 
semidirect product (E/cZ) . q. For any isomorphism 4A,: F*A,7 Ai the 
corresponding map oai: V,, -+ VA, (see 10.4) is z-semilinear and bijective. 
Hence it is equal to a scalar i E 0: times the map defining the action of the 
standard generator of Z/cZ in the preferred extension (17.2) of V,, to a 
z/cZ. T-module. Replacing 4A, by a scalar multiple, we may achieve that 
c = 1. This defines our choice of an isomorphism #a,: F*A, 2i Ai. From the 
definition of preferred extension, it follows that with this choice of dA, we 
have 
Tr(&~A,j VA,) E Z and Tr( (B,o,,) ~ I, VA,) E Z for all w  E %$. (24.2.1) 
Having defined da,, we now define an isomorphism $: F*brb over C 
(where i= (C, 8)) by the requirement that: 
(24.2.2) Under (24.1.2), q(go+r)‘2$ corresponds to the map defined 
by 4A,: F*Xq(Ai) +Xao(Aj). (Here a,= -dim C-dim 2: and r= 
dim SUPP Ai). 
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We now define, for $I as in (242.2) a function Yi: Gc,, -+ Q, by 
if gECF 
if g $ CF. 
(24.2.3) 
We shall need the following property of I,!K E*&’ r d (in (24.2.2)). 
(24.2.4) For any g E C’, the map Jt: & -+ L?* is of finite order. 
For the proof, we shall introduce the varieties 
Zg,j= {XPE G/P 1 x-‘gXE Cl Up}, 
Zg,j= (xP E G/P 1 x-‘gx E Z;, Up}, 
so that Z,,j is open dense in Z,,j. We also define the local system % on Z,,j 
by the property that the inverse image of 9 under Z,j= 
{xEGI~-‘~~EC~U~}~Z~,~ ( x + xP), equals the inverse image of &I 
under Zg,j + C1 (x + C,-component of x-‘gx E C, UP). From the descrip- 
tion of Kj given in 2.2, we see that 3E”;(Kj) = H”(Z,j, D) where D is a cer- 
tain complex defined in terms of ZC( C1, & 1); using 23.1 for L, we see that 
K(C,, &,) is &I extended by 0 on C, - C1 and it follows that D=S[r] 
extended by 0 on Z,,j- Z,j (r as in (24.2.2)). It follows that H”(Z,j, D) = 
H;(Zg,j, T[r]) hence 
H”x( Kj) = H; + ‘( Z,j, 9). (24.2.5) 
The chosen isomorphism Fcgl ~8~ induces an isomorphism & P% 2 % 
such that for any z E Z,j with F’z = z, the map I,!?‘: %= 3 %z has finite order. 
From [4, 1.2(b)] we see that dim Z,,j < +(a0 + r). It follows that & acts on 
Hp+‘(Z,,+ %) as qcuo+rw2 times a map of finite order. Hence $ acts on 
A?p(Kj) as q(w+‘)/2 times a map of finite order. In the isomorphism (10.4.1) 
the map # on S:(Kj) corresponds to the map 4R, @ bR, on JPF(A~)@ VA,. 
It follows that tiAi acts on #:(A,) as q (oo+r)‘2 times a map of finite order, 
and (24.2.4) follows. 
An analogous proof gives the following statement. 
(24.2.6) Let I,V: Pb”r 8” be defined in terms of (L, Ci, Sl;), 4;: 
Pb’; 3 S;, ( = contragredient of 4j: F*& 3 8,) above) and (C, 8”) in the 
same way as JI was defined in terms of (L, C1 , &‘i), F*gl 2 &I and (C, 8). 
Then I/J’ is the contragredient of +. 
We shall also need the following statement. 
(24.2.7) The functions Yj (i E IF) (see 24.2.3) form a basis for the vector 
space Y of GF-invariant functions GF,, + Q,. 
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Let gEGE;,, let C be its G-conjugacy class and let r= Z( g)/Z’( g). The 
GF-orbits in CF are in l-l correspondence with the set r modulo the 
equivalence relation y - y ; ‘yF(y 1 ) (V y , E r). The G-equivariant irreducible 
local systems 6’ on C such that F*l z d are in l-l correspondence with the 
irreducible representations E of r for which there exists an isomorphism 
~1~: E -+ E with aEoy =F(y)* c(~ for all y E r. Moreover, the matrix 
(Tr(a,o y, E)), indexed by (y, E) (where y are representatives for the - 
classes on r and E are as above) is square and nonsingular. This implies 
that the functions Yi, where i E IF are of form (C, 8) with d variable, form 
a basis of the vector space of GF-invariant functions CF + Ql; the statement 
(24.2.7) follows. 
We now define for any i = (C , 8) E IF a function Xi E Y by 
X,(g)=~(-l)“f”aTr(~,,,~~Ai)q~(ao+r)’2, (24.2.8) 
a 
where ao, r are as in (24.2.2). 
From (24.2.7) we see that we can write uniquely 
xi = c Pi,,i Y,. , (Pi,,, E 0,). 
i’ E IF 
From (24.1.1), (24.1.2), (24.2.2), and (24.2.3) we have 
(24.2.9) 
Pc,i= 0 if i’ 4 i or if i’ - i, i’ # i. (24.2.10) 
PjJ= 1. (24.2.11) 
Let $,,: F*Ai.rA,. be defined as q(w+r’h-lo#;,oF*(h) where 
&,: F*DAi%DAi is the contragredient of dA,: F*AjrAi, h: Ai.rDAi is 
an isomorphism and P(h): F*Ai. rFrDAi is defined by h. Then $A,, is not 
necessarily equal to bA,. . We define zi;., yi E V by 
zj( g) = I(- l)a+ao Tr(JA,,, *;A;.) q-tuo+r)/2 (24.2.12) 
0 
if gECF 
if g$ C’; 
where $ is as in (24.2.2). 
We can again write 
where 
Br,, = 0 if i’ 4 i or if i’ - i, i’ # i 
(24.2.13) 
(24.2.14) 
(24.2.15) 
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and 
Pi,i = 1 by (24.2.6) and (24.1.2). (24.2.16) 
24.3. Consider the nonsingular bilinear form 
GK -n= c JTg)-ug) 
goG:n 
on ?Gr. 
Let 
A,$ = ( Yi, Bc). (24.3.1) 
Then 
A,$ = 0 unless i - i’. (24.3.2) 
Since ( Yi) is a basis of V (24.2.7) and similarly ( Fi) is a basis of “Y-, we 
see that 
(24.3.3) the matrix (Ai,i.)(i,i.)E Rx R is nonsingular for any equivalence 
class R (for N ) in I. 
Now let i, i’ E ZF be such that z(i) = r(i’) = j= (L, C1, gI). 
For each ~E%$=N(L)/L, let L” =zLz-’ where z-IF(z) is a represen- 
tative for w- ’ in N(L) and let 
qi. = ITI -’ 1 Tr((~,a,,)-‘, vAi) 
wcw, 
x Wew~A,.y b,.) m q lGFl -dimGq-(ao+ab)p 7 
LW 
(24.3.4) 
where a, = -dim C - dim ?E’:, ah = -dim C-dim 2: and 8,, IJ,+, aA, 
are as in 24.2. Using (24.2.1) we see that 
w(,i = wi i is a rational number (24.3.5) 
If i, i’ are such that z(i) # r(i’) we set wi,? = 0. 
We can now write the orthogonality relations (10.9.1) in the form 
(Xi, ii$) = wi,i (i, i’ E IF). (24.3.6) 
We note that the assumptions of (10.9.1) are satisfied, by Theorem 23.1. 
We can now state the following result which extends results of Shoji 
[28] and Beynon-Spaltenstein [20]. 
THEOREM 24.4. Recall that G is subject to the restriction (23.0.1). 
(a) Pi.,i = Pi.,, and Iz,.,i = Ai,? for all i’, i. 
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(b) (Pr,i, Ai’,i) is the unique solution of the system of equations 
1 pi;,il pi&izAi;,i; = oil,i* Vi,, i,EIF 
i;,i;E IF 
PQ = 1 ViEZF 
P;,,i = 0 if i’ 4 iorifi’-i,i’#i 
Ar,i = 0 if i’ + i. 
(c) Pf,i and Ar,i are rational numbers for all i’, i 
(d) P,p,i and AiG.i are zero if z(i’) # t(i). 
(24.4.1) 
Remark. We say that ie I is uniform if z(i) = (T, {e}, e,) where T is a 
maximal torus of G. In [28,20] it is proved (assuming good characteristic) 
that Pif,i for i’, i uniform are determined by equations like (24.4.1) and that 
P2,i = 0 if i is uniform and i’ is not uniform. Note that in our theorem i’, i 
are not necessarily uniform and that the characteristic is only subject to 
(23.0.1), in particular, for classical groups we allow p = 2. Moreover, in 
[28,20] the ili,,j are assumed to be known in advance, while in our 
approach they are determined automatically by (24.4.1). 
ProoJ From (24.3.6), (24.2.14), (24.2.9), (24.3.1) we have 
for all ir, i, EZF. (24.4.2) 
Consider for any integer 6 the following two statements. 
(Ad) If i’ = (C’, 8’) E I”, dim C’ < 6 and ie I”, then P,,%i = PC., is a 
rational number and it is zero unless t(i) = s(i’). 
(BB) If i’= (C’, 8’) E Z”, dim C’d 6 and ielF, then AiS,, = ;l,,< is a 
rational number and it is zero unless z(i) = s(i’). 
It is clear that (Ad), (B,) are true for 6 < 0. We now show that 
If 6 80 and (A,-,), (Bd) are true, then (A,) is true. (24.4.3 ) 
Let i’ = (C’, B’) E I”, dim C’ = 6, i E ZF. We may assume that i’ < i. We 
write Eq. (24.4.2) for i, = a - i’, i2 = i. We may restrict the sum to those 
i’, , i; for which i’, - ii, see (24.3.2). We get 
(24.4.4) 
We also write Eq. (24.4.2) for il = i, i, = a - i’. 
(24.4.5) 
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Using (Ah- 1), (B6- ,), and (24.3.5), we see that the right-hand sides of 
(24.4.4) and (24.4.5) are the same. Hence the left-hand sides are also the 
same. Using (Bg) we see that 
1 (P,;,, - H,J A,& = 0. 
ii . f’ 
This holds for all a N i’. 
Now, using (24.3.3) we see that P,;,i = B+ for all i; N i’. 
Using (A,- ,), (BgP1), and (24.3.5) we see that the right-hand side of 
(24.4.5) is a rational number. Hence &-iPQi;,, is a rational number. 
Using (24.3.3) and (BS) it follows that Pi;,i IS a rational number for all 
ii - i’. 
Assume now that t(i) #z(i’), and that a in (24.4.5) satisfies z(a)=z(i’). 
From (A,-,), (Bd-,), and the equality o~,~=O, we see that the right- 
hand side of (24.4.5) is zero. According to (BB), the matrix (24.3.3) consists 
of diagonal blocks according to the libres of r. Hence each of these 
diagonal blocks is invertible. It follows that P+= 0 for all ii-i’, 
z(i;) = z(i’) and in particular that Pr,i = 0. Thus (24.4.3) is proved. We now 
show that 
ZfS>O and (AdM1), (B,-,) are true, then (B,) is true. (24.4.6) 
Let i’ = (C’, &“) E Z”, dim C’ = 6. i E IF, i’ - i. 
We write Eq. (24.4.2) with i, = i’, i2 = i. We may restrict the sum to the 
ii, ii such that ii - i; ; see (24.3.2). We get 
li,,i = of,i - 1 P+ B,&&. 
i’ < i’ I 
i; < i 
(24.4.7) 
Using (Ad- r), (B,- I ), and (24.3.5) we see that the right-hand side of 
(24.4.7) is a rational number and is symmetric in i, i’. 
When T(i’)#z(i), we see from (A,_,), (Bs-r), and the vanishing of Wi,.i 
that the right-hand side of (24.4.7) is zero. Thus (24.4.6) is proved. 
From (24.4.3) and (24.4.6) we see by induction on 6 that (Ad), (B,) are 
true for all 6. Thus (a), (c), (d) are proved. 
The previous proof show also that (b) holds. This completes the proof. 
24.5. We now fix i = (C, 8) E ZF and we consider the restriction of 
&‘“(AJ to a unipotent class C’, C’ c C. This a local system on C’ which 
can be decomposed as @,.(E;.. 8 S’), where 8’ runs over all irreducible G- 
equivariant local systems on C’ and Es. are finite-dimensional orvector 
spaces. Let 8’ be such that F*b’ x 8’ and let l/lb, : F*b’ 3 8’ be defined as 
in (24.2.2). Then there is a unique isomorphism rr8, : E;. r Es, such that 
#Ai: PA, 1 C’ r Ai 1 C’ restricted to Es. 8 I’ is eb, 8 tie,. For each 1 E @* 
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let E>? be the A-generalized eigenspace of a#, on E;,. We then have for any 
g’ E CF the equality 
X(-l)“‘” Tr(#A,, #f,Ai) q-cao+r)‘z = Tr(t(ig,, S;,) dim(E>!) ’ A, 
(1 
& 
F’B’x8 
where aO, r are defined in terms of i as in (24.2.2). Hence 
Pi,,i = 1 ( - 1)” + “‘Jlq - coo +‘)/* dim E‘$, 
a.l 
(24.51) 
where i’ = (C’, 8’) E IF. By a general result on eigenvalues of Frobenius, 
applied to dA,q- (oo+r)‘2: Z’*ZC(C, &‘) -+ ZC(c, 67) the numbers 1q-(no+r”2 
must be algebraic integers. Hence Pr,i is an algebraic integer. It is also a 
rational number (24.4(c)). Hence 
P,,,i is an integer. (24.5.2) 
PROPOSITION 24.6. Assume that the characteristic of k is goodfor G. Let 
C be a unipotent class in G and let 8 be an irreducible G-equivariant local 
system on C. Let q5: F*Q 2 d be an isomorphism which induces the identity 
map on the stalk of 8 at some point of CF. Then for any gE c’, 
4: %;ZC(C, B)3 is a-pure in the following sense: its eigenvalues are 
algebraic numbers all of whose complex conjugates have absolute value qa12. 
Proof. In the case where i = (C, 8) is uniform (see the remark after 
Theorem 24.4), this is equivalent to a result of Springer [32]. Our proof, 
which is based on Deligne’s theory, is very close to the proof [21] of the 
analogous statement for Schubert varieties. We shall replace G by its Lie 
algebra g, C by the corresponding nilpotent orbit c, g by an element x E c”; 
we shall regard d as a local system on c. As in [32], we use the following 
result of Spaltenstein [30]: there exists a l-parameter subgroup A: k* + G 
and a linear subspace Cc g such that 
Ad(ll(t))x= t-=x with c>O 
Ad J(t) stabilizes C and its weights on 2 are of form t(t) = tb, b > 0. 
dim 2 = dim Z,(x). 
We may also assume that A, .E, and the weights in E are defined over Fg. 
Then S = x + C is a transversal slice in g to the G-orbit of x; hence S n C 
is a transversal slice in c to the G-orbit of x. It is then enough to show that 
4: Xf:ZC(S n i!, S)D is a-pure for all a. For any x’ E (S n Z)‘; x’ # x, the G- 
orbit of x’ has strictly bigger dimension than the G-orbit of x and 
#;.ZC(S n i?, 8) = %?$ZC(C, a), hence we may assume by induction that 
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4: &‘$ZC(S n i?, &‘)a is u-pure for all a. We may also assume that x +! c. 
Consider the action p of k* on S defined by p(t)(y) = tc Ad(l(t)y). If we 
regard S as a k-vector space (with origin at x) then the action p is linear 
with weights t + tb+c, b+ c>O. Moreover SnL, S nc are p-stable and 
8 1 S A c is equivariant for this action of k*. Then the desired conclusion 
follows from the following statement. 
(24.6.1) Let Y, be a smooth irreducible locally closed F,-subvariety of k” 
invariant under the k*-action 
(z ‘)...) z,) + (jlU’z, )...) 120”Zn), where a, > O,..., a,, > 0, 
and let Y = 9,. Assume that 0 4 Y,. Let 8, be a local system on Y1 
equivariant under this k*-action, defined over cq and pure of weight 0. 
Assume that for all y’ E YF - 0, 4, : S;.ZC( Y, S)\3 is a-pure. 
Then I$~ : S;ZC( Y, &)a is a-pure. 
When 8 = &, this is just [21,4.5(b)], where it is deduced from the hard 
Lefschetz theorem of Deligne. The same proof applies when 8 # Ql. 
24.7. In this section, k is an arbitrary algebraically closed field. 
Let i=(C,&‘)EZ, i’=(C’,&)EZ, and let j=z(i)=(L,C,,gI), 
a, = -dim C - dim 3!‘:, T = N( L)/L, ?FL = lattice of l-parameter sub- 
groups of 9; (regarded as a *module). 
We shall define Bi,i, E Q(q) (q an indeterminate), as follows. 
If T(i’) # z(i), we set Qi,< = 0. 
If t(i’) = z(i), we set 
a,,? = 19+J -’ 1 Tr(8;‘, I’,+) Tr(8,, V,,.)(q - l)b det(q -w, 3%)’ 
w  E w, 
xpl q l(y) (I/l)(dimC+dimC’-dimG-b++dimtT$ 3 
Yew 
where b = rank G and V,,, VAi., 8, are as in 24.2. 
It is clear that 52i,i. = a,.,,. We can now state the following result which 
extends results of Shoji [28] and Beynon-Spaltenstein [20]. 
THE!OREM 24.8. Assume that k is any algebraically closed field whose 
characteristic is good for G. 
(a) For any i=(C,b)EZ we have #“Ai= if a&dimsuppAi 
(mod 2) and &‘“ZC( C, 8) = 0 if a is odd. 
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(b) The system of equations 
C ni;.i,n,;,izni;,i2=S2il,i2’ Vb, hEI. 
ii < iI 
ii Q i2 
A +; = 0 if ii + i; 
LTjj = 1 (24.8.1) 
n,,,; = 0 if i’ - i, i’ # i 
with unknowns ZZr,; (i’ d i), A<.; (i’ - i) E Q(q) has a unique solution. We have 
zz,.,;=c (8’: YP+?4; ( C’)q” 
= ; (8’: 2P”ZC( c, &) 1 C)q” (24.8.2) 
m 
where i’ = (C’, a’), i = (C, 8). 
(c) We have 
zz;~,; = 0 and n~,i=oift(i’)#t(i). 
(d) I7r.;, Ai’,;, Qr,i are polynomials in q. 
Proof. By general principles, we may assume that k is the algebraic 
closure of the finite field F,. We consider an Fq-rational structure on G 
with Frobenius map F such that F acts trivially on Z and such that there 
exists a maximal torus of G which is F,-split. We shall also consider for 
each s = 1, 2,..., the F<rational structure on G with Frobenius map FS. It is 
clear that CO;,;, defined in (24.3.4) with respect to F is just the value of Q,,,. 
at 9’. Hence the system of equations (24.4.1) (with respect to FS) is just the 
system of equations obtained from (24.8.1) by specializing q = q’. The 
inductive method used to solve (24.4.1) can be also applied to (24.8.1) and 
it leads to a set of solutions ZZ,,,;, Ai,,i which are rational functions of q 
without pole at q = qS (s = 1,2,...). Moreover, we automatically have 
IZ,;(q’) = Pi,,; (with respect to FS) and Ac,;(qS) = ;li,,i (with respect to F’). By 
(24.5.2), Z7i,i(qS) is an integer for s= 1, 2 ,..., hence Z7<,; must be a 
polynomial in q. By 24.4(c), Af,; (with respect to FS) is a rational number 
and from the definition (24.3.1) it is an algebraic integer; hence it is an 
integer. It follows that ,4?,; is a polynomial in q. From (24.8.1) it now 
follows that Q,.,, are polynomials in q, hence (d). 
We now prove (24.8.2). The second equality in (24.8.2) follows from 
(24.1.1) hence it is enough to show that 
Pr,(q”) = c (8’: Sf2m+‘rO‘4; 1 C’) qms, 
??I21 
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where i = (C, &), i’ = (C’, 8’). (We write PT,i(q”) for Pc,i with respect to F.) 
Let j= t(i) = (L, C1, &i), dAi: FCA,r Ai be as in 24.2. From (24.1.1) we see 
that <i(Ai) = Xi-mZC(C, B) for any gE C and any a, where 
a, = -dim C-dim %Di. From 24.6 it follows that there exists an 
isomorphism 0: F*ZC(C, b) r ZC(C, b) such that @: X;-mZC(C, ,$);3 is 
(a - a&pure (see 24.6) for all g E CF and all a. 
Now by (24.1.1), bAi defines also an isomorphism F*ZC(C, B)r 
ZC(C, 8). By irreducibility of ZC(C, b), there must exist a E QI such that 
p;;;: Jty”oZC(C, S)D f or all g E C” and all a. Using (24.2.2) and 
** , we see that a@: czZC(C, a);3 is (a, + r)-pure (g E C”, 
r = dim supp Ai). Since #iZC(C, B) # 0 for g E CF and @ is O-pure on it, 
we deduce that a is an algebraic number all of whose complex conjugates 
have absolute value q (ao+r)/2. It follows that 
4A,: %,OA,3 is (a + r)-pure for all g E CF and all a. (24.8.3) 
Let us write the equality (24.5.1) for F instead of F, 
pi*,i(@) = C ( - l) 
0 + WllSq- (s/2)(W + r) dim ,$ (24.8.4) 
4. 
By (24.8.3) u in the sum is uniquely determined by A; hence there are no 
cancellations in the right-hand side of (24.8.4). On the other hand, as we 
have seen, P,,,t(q”) is a polynomial in q”. Since a,, + r is even, it follows that 
each II appearmg in (24.8.4) must be an integral power of q and in fact, by 
(24.8.3), must be of form qca+‘)j2 with a + r even. Thus, we have 
and %i(Ai) = 0 if a & r (mod 2). This completes the proof of (a) and (b). 
Now (c) follows immediately from 24.4(d). The theorem is proved. 
Remark 24.9. Solving the system of equation (24.8.1) is the same as 
decomposing the symmetric matrix (Sz,,.) into a product of matrices 
‘Z7. A. Zi’ where 17, A are block-matrices (with blocks defined by the 
equivalence classes for - on I) and we want that: ZZ has an identity matrix 
in each diagonal block and 0 in each block below diagonal, A has 0 in each 
off-diagonal block. 
24.10. From 24.8 we see that the polynomials ZZ,.,i and Ai,,i can be 
explicitly computed (by induction as in (24.4.5), (24.4.7)) as soon as the 
polynomials Q2,:, are known. The polynomials 8f,i are completely deter- 
mined as soon as the generalized Springer correspondence has been 
explicitly determined. The generalized Springer correspondence has been 
described explicitly in [7, 26, 27, 19, 29, 4, 25, 311 except for two small 
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gaps. One gap occurs for type E, in characteristic 2 which has in any case 
been excluded by (23.0.1). The other gap occurs for G almost simple simply 
connected of type E, in characteristic # 3 and j = (L, Cr , 8,) where L/TO, is 
of type A2 x A,, C1 is the regular unipotent class of L and 8, is one of the 
two nontrivial L-equivariant local systems of rank 1 on C1. 
We wish to till the gap in this case, assuming that the characteristic is 
# 2, 3. (The case of characteristic 2 is excluded by (23.0.1).) 
For our j, the set rP ‘(j) consists of six elements of form (C, 8) where d 
is uniquely determined by C. We shall therefore designate these six 
elements by the corresponding notation for C. They are (with the notation 
of [31]): E6, E6(al), AsAl, A,, 2A,AI, 2A, (in decreasing order of dim C). 
The group 9$= N(L)/L is a Weyl group of type GZ. The generalized 
Springer correspondence attaches to each element of z-‘(j) an irreducible 
representation of q. According to Spaltenstein [3 11, to E, corresponds 
the unit representation of Y$, to 2A, corresponds the sign representation of 
q and to E,(a,), 2A,A, correspond the other 2 one-dimensional represen- 
tations of ?Y$ (the precise correspondence is given in [ 3 11). Then A, A r and 
AS must correspond to the 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations 
p, p’ of Y+$ (where p is the reflection representation) but the methods of 
[3 1 ] are insufficient to decide which of A, A,, A5 corresponds to p and 
which one corresponds to p’. We can show that 
A, corresponds to p and A, A 1 corresponds to p’. (24.10.1) 
The method to prove this is as follows. Assume that the opposite is true: A, 
corresponds to p’ and A5 A, corresponds to p. We can then use the 
algorithm (24.4.5), (24.4.7) to compute explicitly the polynomials LL;‘,iT ni’,i, 
i’, iEr-‘(j). F or i’ = i= element denoted E,, we find that Ar,i is a 
polynomial in q whose value at q = q does not agree with the value If,i 
given by (24.3.1): the value of Ir,i is the number of I;b-rational points of C 
(i = (C, a)), for G defined over F,, while ACsi(q) is strictly bigger than this 
number. This contradiction shows that (24.10.1) holds. We see in this way 
that, in our case, the polynomials ZZ?,, are described by the entries in the 
following table in which the rows (resp. columns) are indexed by the 
elements JET-l(j) (resp. by i/ET-‘(j)) 
E6 &(a,) AsA, A5 2A,A, 2A2 
ES 
Eda,) 
AsA, 
A5 
2Az-41 
2Az 
1 0 
1 
0 
4 
1 
4’ 
4 
1 
1 
@ 
0 
q5 
q3 
1 
q6 
q8 
q5 + 4’ 
q’+q’ 
1 
1 
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One can show that the gaps in the explicit determination of the 
generalized Springer correspondence in the remaining cases (Es, p = 2) and 
(E6, p = 2) can be removed in the same way provided that 24.4 holds in 
those cases. 
COROLLARY 24.11. Assume that the characteristic of k is good for G. 
Then for any character sheaf A of G, we have #“A = 0 if a & dim supp A 
(mod 2). 
Proof: Let K be as in (8.1.2); since A may be taken to be a direct sum- 
mand of K, it is enough to show that for any g E supp K, A?;K= 0 if 
a & dim supp K (mod 2). Using (8.8.5) (in which 6 is even), for g= su 
(Jordan decomposition) we are reduced to the analogous statement with G 
replaced by Z:(s) and g replaced by u. Thus, we may assume that g is 
unipotent. Then supp K contains some unipotent element hence the data 
(8.1.1) defining K must be L, ,E, b, where 2 = C, . %““, and C, is a unipotent 
class of L. Moreover, the restriction of K to the unipotent variety of 
G depends only on the restriction of d to Cr. Hence we may assume 
that d is the inverse image under Cr. 3: + C, of a G-equivariant local 
system on Cr. In this case, K is a direct sum of character sheaves Ai (iE I) 
as in 24.1 (with the same support as K) and the equality S’“K= 0 for 
a & dim supp K (mod 2) follows from 24.8(a). 
COROLLARY 24.12. Assume that the characteristic of k is goodfor G. Let 
KEY and let WE W,. Then s$‘~R~=O ifa is odd. 
ProoJ: We have Kz = ei PHiEz[ - i] hence it is enough to show that 
XuPi( Pti\Y) = 0 if a is odd. Now “H’Kw is a direct sum of character 
sheaves A such that dim supp A= i (mod 2) (by the parity condition 
sA = iA ; see 23.1) hence we are reduced to the statement that Xupi(A) = 0 
if a is odd and dim supp A E i (mod 2). But this is just 24.11. 
25. CLASS FUNCTIONS ON A REDUCTIVE GROUP OVER A Fmr-rn FIELD 
25.1. In this section, we assume that k = Fqb, that G is defined over 
F, and that F: G + G is the corresponding Frobenius map. We shall 
assume throughout this chapter that G satisfies the restriction (23.0.1). Let 
&F,) be the subset of 6 consisting of those character sheaves A for which 
there exists an isomorphism E*A z$ A. We shall select for each A E C?(F,) an 
isomorphism dA: FCA r A with the following property: for any YE YcL,z) - 
(where supp A = YCL,=), see 3.11) such that Py = y, the eigenvalues of 
4; : #F~A + SL~A (d = dim supp A) are of the form qn(dimG-dd)/2 times a 
root of 1. (The existence of such tiA follows from 14.2(a).) 
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THEOREM 25.2. The characteristic functions xA,+” : GF + 0, defined by 
xa,,,d g)= c ( - 1)” W4Ay x;A h geGF, (25.2.1) 
form a basis for the space of all class functions GF -+ Ql. 
25.3. For the proof, we shall need a lemma. Before stating it, we 
recall some earlier notation. We denote by G,, the set of unipotent 
elements in G. Assume that we are given a Levi subgroup L of some 
parabolic subgroup of G, a unipotent class C of L and an L-equivariant 
irreducible local system B on C such that (a”, x C, 1 q 9) is a cuspidal 
pair for L in the sense of [4,2.4]. Assume that FL = L and that we are 
given an isomorphism d1 : F*% s 9. Then the generalized Green function 
e . Gf, + &, is well defined, see (83.1). L.G,C,F,h . 
LEMMA 25.4. The functions QL,c.c,9,B, (for various L, C, 9, d1 as in 
25.3) span the space V of GF-invariant functions Gf;;, -+ Q,. 
Proof: Let C’ be a unipotent class in G such that FC’ = C’ and let b’ be 
an irreducible G-equivariant local system on C’ such that F*d’% 8’. We 
choose an isomorphism Ic/: F*b’ 3 b’ and we define two functions fc,ss, 
h c’,If on GL by 
&,A g) = 
C( - 1)” Tr(tj, S?;ZC(C’, a’)) if gECtF 
0 if g # PF’ 
It is clear that these functions are in “Y-, that fc,%, (for various C’, 6’, as 
above) span V and that h,S,,S = +Jcf.%, + a linear combination of functions 
f with C” $j c’. By induction on dim C’ we 
lizi; combination of functions of form hc %,. 
see that each fc,%, is a 
Hence the functions hc,,, 
also span V. Let i = (C’, S’) E Z (see 24.1) for C’, B’ as above, and let A i be 
as in (24.1.1). Then there exists 4: F*A,r Ai. From (24.1.1) we see that the 
restriction of xA,,) to Gc” is equal up to a scalar factor to h,S.,S. Hence the 
functions xa,,+ ( Gf, (ie ZF) span Y. From (10.4.5) and (10.6.1) we see that 
each such function xa,,, 1 GE, is a linear combination of generalized Green 
functions. Hence the generalized Green functions span V, as required. 
25.5. Proof of Theorem 25.2. From the orthogonality relations 
(10.81) we see that the functions (25.2.1) are linearly independent. (The 
assumptions of 10.8 are verified by 23.1.) It remains to check that the 
functions (25.2.1) span the space of all class functions on CF. First, we 
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assume that G has simply connected derived group. We fix a semisimple 
element so E CF. Its centralizer Z&V,) is connected. Let L, be the Levi sub- 
group of a parabolic subgroup of Z,(s,) such that FL, = L,. Let Cr be a 
unipotent class of L, such that FC1 = Ci and let &I be an L,-equivariant 
irreducible local system on C1 with a given isomorphism #1 : E*& 3 &r . 
Let L = Z&P&). This is the Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup of G 
and FL = L. Let C be the unique conjugacy class of L containing soC1 and 
let C = 9’:. C’; then Fe = C, FC = Z: Let & be an L-equivariant irreducible 
local system on C such that the inverse image of &?I under C1 + C (U + sou) 
is isomorphic to 8,. Then & is unique up to isomorphism and there 
is a unique isomorphism Jr : F*c$ 7 8, such that Tr(J,, (&‘,),,,) = 
Tr(h, (4L,), for any u1 E Cf: 
Let 8: S”,‘+ &’ be a character. Then there exists a tame local system 9P 
of rank 1 on 9; and an isomorphism IJ?‘: F*93’$ Se such that 
Tr(tie, 9:) = O(z) for all z E .9’FF. 
Let rc: Tt x C + z be the map given by multiplication in L. We set de = 
“*(‘Se N gl). This is a local system on ,E which inherits from 1+9~ •I 6, an 
isomorphism $“: P6’r 6”. 
Let P be the perverse sheaf on G defined in terms of (L, Z, ife) in the 
same way as K was defined in (8.1.2) in terms of (L, Z, 8); let 
$1 F”P r ti be the isomorphism defined in terms of 6” in the same way 
as 4 was defined in (8.1.3) in terms of do. Let r1 = {z E 9; 1 zso is L-con- 
jugate to so}; it is a subgroup of 9 “,. We assume that 8 1 rr= 1 and we 
compute the characteristic function x~p,~: GF + 8, (using 8.5) at any 
element su E GF where s is semisimple and u E SF&) is unipotent. 
We then take the sum over all characters 8: %““,” + Q* such that 
81rr-1 andwelind 
c xK?&4 
e 
Let us define for 
is invariant under 
requirement that 
if s is not GF-conjugate to so 
any function f: {u E Z,(S,)~ 1 u unipotent} + 0, which 
Z,(s)F-conjugacy a class function f: GF -+ Q, by the 
-(f(u) if s = so 
if s is not GF-conjugate to so 
(s semisimple in GF, u E Z,(S)~ unipotent). Then 
P‘TFl -l c XKo,$ =JI 
e 
(25.51) 
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where 
f(o)= e ~,,ZG(SO),C,,B,,~,(o). (25.5.2) 
The left-hand side of (255.1) is clearly contained in the Q,-vector space M 
spanned by all functions (25.2.1), hence so is x By 25.4 applied to Z,(Q), 
the functions f in (25.5.2) span the space of all Z,(s,)F-invariant functions 
on unipotent elements in Z,(S~)~. Hence the corresponding functions f 
span the space of all GF-invariant functions on GF which are supported on 
elements with semisimple part conjugate to sO. It follows that all such 
functions are in M. Since s,, was arbitrary, we see that M is the space of all 
class functions on CF. 
We now drop the assumption that G has simply connected derived sub- 
group. We can find a connected reductive group G’ over F,, with simply 
connected derived subgroup, and a surjective homomorphism a: G’ + G 
defined over Fq whose kernel is a central torus T1 c G’. 
Then a defines a surjective homomorphism GIF-+ CF. Hence for any 
class function f: GF + Q, there exists a class function f ‘: G’F -+ Q, which is 
constant on the cosets of Tr in G’F, and is such that 
f(g)= ,,& f'(d) for ail gE CF. (25.5.3) 
ag’)=g 
By the earlier part of the proof, the function f' is a linear combination 
f'=C A, c~,x~,,)~, where the functions x~,,~~, : GIF + Q, (A’ E G’(F,)), are 
defined as in (25.2.1) for G’ instead of G. Using (25.5.3) we have 
f(s) =I C.4' 1 XA',).Jd). 
A’ g' E GrF a(g'j=g 
It remains to show that for each A’ E d’(F,,), the function on GF 
g-, 1 XA’,&‘( g’) (25.5.4) 
g’ E GsF 
dg’)=g 
is a linear combination of functions of form (25.2.1). Given A’ as above, 
there exists a tame local system 9, of rank 1 on T, and an isomorphism 
II/: Fry, r Y1 with the properties (a), (b), (c) below. Let 8: Tr -+ &: be the 
character defined by O(t) = Tr(ll/, (6c;),). Then 
ta) xA’,& (rg’) = O(t) XA,,BA,( g’) for all g’ E GIF and all t E Tr. 
(b) P’i z Ql if and only if 0 = 1. 
(c) If 9i c Q,, then there exists a unique A E G(F,) such that 
A’=a*A. 
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First, assume that Zi a? Ql. Then 8 + 1 and using (a), we see that the 
function (25.5.4) is identically zero. Assume next that LYE w  Q, and let A be 
as in (c). Then the function (25.5.4) is a multiple of xA,)“: GF+ 0,. This 
completes the proof. 
THEDREM 25.6. Let AE@F~), dA: F*Ar A be as in 25.1. Let 4; : 
FCDA r DA be the contragredient isomorphism, and let I& = qdi”G-d4,“, 
(d = dim supp A = dim supp DA). Then 
(a) Xa,(l( g) is a cyclotomic integer for any g E G’. 
(b) xDA.+;(g) = xAJg) (gE GF), where the bar denotes the 
automorphism of the maximal cyclotomic subfield of QI which maps each 
root of 1 to its inverse. 
Proof: It is known on general grounds that X&g) is an algebraic 
integer, hence in (a) it is enough to show that X+,“(g) belongs to some 
cyclotomic field. 
Let K, 4 be defined in terms of (L, 2, B, QO) as in (8.1.3) such that &, 
induces maps of finite order on the stalks of I at rational points of C; let 
R, 4’ be defined similarly in terms of (L, ,E, d ” ,4,-J’ ). Using (10.4.5), we see 
that (a), (b) would follow from the following statement: 
(25.6.1) For any g E G”, xK,+( g) belongs to a cyclotomic field and 
xfc,dg) = XK,(( g)- 
(In (10.4.5), we may assume that 8, are chosen so that 0,,,0# induces 
maps of finite order on the stalks of &’ at rational points of Z. In (10.4.4), 
for g E Y&, the map e,,,ob on .%‘LK corresponds to the map #,@ (e,o,) 
on &‘:(A)@ V,. Hence O,,,gA: V;, + VA is q-CdimG-ddU2 times a map of 
finite order.) 
Now let (L, C, 9, dl) be as in (8.3.1) and assume that & induces a map 
of finite order on the stalks of 9 at rational points of C. Using 8.5, we see 
that (25.6.1) is a consequence of the following statement: 
(25.6.2) For any g E G&, QL,c,Fp.s,( g) belongs to a cyclotomic field and 
Q ~.c,~~,~;(g)=Q~,c,sc,c,(g). 
Using now ( 10.4.2), we can express Q L,,-S,),( g) in terms of the functions 
Xi (ie IF) in (24.2.8) and we see that (25.6.2) is a consequence of the 
following statement: 
(25.6.3) For any g E Gf” and any iE Z”, Xj( g) belongs to a cyclotomic 
field, Ri( g) belongs to a cyclotomic field and Ti( g) = X,(g). 
(Here, fi is as in (24.2.12).) Now, using (24.2.9) and (24.2.14) we see 
that (25.6.3) is a consequence of the following two statements: 
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(25.6.4) For any g E Cc,,‘,, and any i E Z”, Yi( g) belongs to a cyclotomic 
field and yi( g) = Yi( g). 
(25.6.5) For any i’, i E Z’; Pg,j = P,.,, is a rational number. 
Statement (25.6.4) is obvious from definitions (24.2.3), (24.2.13) of 
Y,, Fi. 
Statement (25.6.5) is contained in 24.4(a) and (c). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 25.7. Let A, A’ E 6(Fq), 4,,, : F*A r A, bAs : F*A’ r A’ be as 
in 25.1. We have 
lGFl - ' c x/i,d 8) x/r.qt,A 8) = 
0 if A#A’ 
gsGF 
1 if A=A’. 
(This should be understood as follows: we assume given a set of 
representatives of the isomorphism classes of character sheaves A such that 
F*A z A and for each A in this set we assume given #A as in 25.1. Then 
A, A’ in the corollary are assumed to be in this set. Hence we have A z A’ if 
and only if A = A’ and then dA = tiAs.) 
Proof: This follows immediately from 10.8 and 25.6. 
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